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@JenniferGrebow

Women In Nutraceuticals
There’s a lack of female representation in the
nutraceuticals industry, from the C-suite down.
What this industry sells, however—health and
wellness—applies to all sexes. And it’s largely
women who are buying.
It’s often reported that more women than men use
dietary supplements. Not only that, but females are also
often the key deciders of what household items to purchase for their families. It’s pretty simple, then: In order
to successfully sell nutraceutical products, you need to
know how to sell them to women.
But without the input of female professionals, health
and wellness companies remain disadvantaged. How
can companies know what products women want without guidance from women? By failing to include more
female professionals in this industry, companies are
leaving valuable insights off the table that would otherwise enable them to connect with an even broader
audience—and drive up sales.
One organization is setting out to increase female representation in the industry. Women In Nutraceuticals (WIN),
a new nonprofit group spearheaded by global nutraceutical leaders, announced its formal launch this fall. WIN’s
goal is to build support for women in the nutraceuticals industry, to help increase the percentage of women holding
leadership roles in the C-suite and across the dietary supplement supply chain, to increase funding for female-led
businesses, and to increase the inclusion of women in nutraceuticals research.
In a press release announcing WIN’s mission, WIN
President Heather Granato stated: “The 2021 Women
in the Workplace report showed that only 86 women to
every 100 men are promoted to first-level manager, and
women are underrepresented in leadership roles across
the nutraceutical industry. The lack of female leadership
representation is a disservice to the industry as women
represent the majority of consumers and consistently
add significant value when they hold influential positions. WIN was formed to amplify women’s industry
standing and provide them support, resources, and
tools to achieve professional and personal success.”
WIN is a group effort composed of individuals and
companies across the industry. Nutritional Outlook is one
of the founding media partners of WIN, and we could
10

not be more excited or proud to support this important
work. Throughout the next year Nutritional Outlook will
spearhead online events and editorial coverage to further
WIN’s mission of encouraging representation of women
in the nutraceuticals industry and in nutrition research.
First up, this winter, Nutritional Outlook will
host a roundtable discussion with leading female
nutraceutical executives. This impressive panel
will discuss the challenges and opportunities for
female leaders in this space. The panel includes:
Melina Baxter, chief marketing officer at Shaklee;
Asma Ishaq, CEO of Modere; Beth Lambert, CEO
of Herbalist & Alchemist Inc.; Sharon M. Leite,
CEO of The Vitamin Shoppe; Karlyn Mattson, executive vice president and chief merchandising
officer at GNC; and Vivian Rhoads, president of
Women’s Health at Pharmavite.
More information about this online roundtable and other WIN-related content will be available soon and shared
across Nutritional Outlook’s media platforms. Stay tuned.
Another topic I’m excited to drive conversations around
is the need for more female representation in clinical research. The public needs more data on how nutraceuticals
and nutrition interventions can improve the health of women. If women aren’t included in clinical studies, we are missing a critical chunk of information on half the population.
The responsibility—and rewards—of championing
female representation belongs to all. WIN welcomes
participation from everyone. For information about
WIN events, membership, and sponsorship opportunities, visit WomenInNutraceuticals.org.

Jennifer Grebow
Editor-in-Chief
NOVEMBER 2022
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GET EMPOWERED

Stress

STRESSING

the Positive

Supplements and functional foods help consumers keep their cool.

BY KIMBERLY J. DECKER

12

jangled nerves, they’d be wiser to jettison
the brownies and ice cream in favor of
more genuinely fortifying choices.
And to hear Charlotte Traas tell it,
many of them are.
“With the increased emphasis on selfcare,” says the director of education for New
Chapter (Brattleboro, VT), “consumers are
managing stress by improving their holistic health inclusive of diet, exercise, sleep,
meditation, hydration, and supplementation. So while stress isn’t a new phenomenon, how we manage it—and the product
solutions consumers turn to—are.”

Stuck in Survival
“Life has always been stressful,” Traas
concedes. “But the events of the past two
years have had a more profound impact on
Americans than usual.”
She cites results from the American
Psychological Association’s most recent
Stress in America survey showing that 63%
of respondents feel the pandemic has forever changed their lives.
What’s more, adds Brittany Michels,
MS, RDN, LDN, CPT, a dietician for The
Vitamin Shoppe (Secaucus, NJ), “Participants in the survey admitted to drinking
NOVEMBER 2022
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“STRESS EATING”: It’s one of those
coinages that the pandemic put into
wider currency as consumers leaned
full-throttle into comfort foods in a bid
to ease uncomfortable emotions during
lockdown’s depths.
And even as COVID-19 retreats, rising
inflation, geopolitical strife, and climate
change’s existential threat—to name a few
current stressors—keep emotionally driven eating high on our list of strategies for
getting through the day.
Yet if consumers really want to leverage nutrition in the service of soothing
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their polyphenol content is at the absolute highest!
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Stress

Striking a Balance
Those tools are critical, for even prior to
the pandemic, the World Health Organization pegged stress as the global health
epidemic of the 21st century, Yarcony
notes, “and it can now be linked to the
sixth-leading cause of death in the world.”
But the relationship between stress and
health, as she puts it, is “tricky.”
Susan Hazels Mitmesser, PhD, vice president, science and technology, Pharmavite
(West Hills, CA), would agree. “One of the
most misunderstood facets of stress is that
it’s not all negative,” she notes. Acute stress
“can actually have a positive impact, helping motivate you in tasks like organizing
and planning,” she says. “It’s when there’s
too much stress, or too lengthy an exposure, that issues arise.”
Such issues range from fatigue, depression,
and anger to poor sleep, chest pains, compromised immunity, metabolic disorders, and an

14

overreliance on tobacco, alcohol, and—you
guessed it—unhealthy foods.

Brain and Body
Which goes to show: Stress is not
all in your head.
“Stress’s effects prove so pervasive,”
Traas explains, “because the body reacts
by releasing hormones that flood the brain
and other systems. This stimulates respiration, adrenal responses, sweat glands, and
blood pressure.”
Cortisol—colloquially known as “the
stress hormone”—is one of those hormones, she adds, and in a body facing
chronic stress, cortisol’s continual release “creates a state of hyperarousal
that can affect the brain, nervous system, and inflammatory response. The
body becomes like an engine that’s been
worked too hard and too long—and it
can feel exhausting.”

Feeding the Fire
While our bodies have “the exceptional ability to handle stress in small doses,” Michels points out, “they aren’t as
good at managing long-term or chronic
stress. And today’s flavor of stress is longterm and chronic.”
She should know. “As a holistic professional,” Michels says, “I help clients identify root stressors and implement realistic
supportive actions every day.”
Key among the actions she suggests for
her clients are nutritional interventions;
and yet even here, “the relationship between nutrition and stress is complicated,”
Michels admits. Not only can stress bias
us toward “hasty, not-so-healthy dietary
decisions,” she says; stress also shapes
how our bodies make use of the
foods we do eat.

And it all starts in the gut. Consider that
stress can affect how quickly food moves
through the gastrointestinal tract, altering
the body’s digestion and absorption of nutrients. “And a digestive tract that moves
sluggishly increases exposure to toxins
that the body should eliminate,” Michels
says, “while one that moves too quickly
decreases nutrient absorption.”

Gut-Brain Pathway
Operating at a more granular level is the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, or
HPA, which is a part of the nervous system
linked to the stress response as well as a
gut-brain communication pathway that
helps control both neurotransmitter production and the microbiome.
And as Kimberly Kawa, natural-industry
insights specialist, explains, when the HPA
axis is chronically activated, the immune
system upregulates inflammation and the
production of cytokines, increasing gut
permeability, triggering downstream immune effects, and letting some of the trillions of bacteria that inhabit the gut—and
that may play a role in regulating mood—
escape into the body at large.
This stress-induced bacterial exodus
is no small matter considering that the
receptors for GABA—the “calming neurotransmitter,” as Kawa calls it—and for
serotonin—“sometimes referred to as
the ‘happiness hormone,’” she adds—
rely on a balanced microbiome for their
proper function.
Adding insult to injury, Kawa continues,
“Diets high in sugar and unhealthy fats
and low in fiber don’t support the body’s
gut barrier or healthy bacterial
diversity, either.”

NOVEMBER 2022
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more alcohol and experiencing undesired weight gain.”
Alas, nearly three years post-pandemic,
new concerns are “piling even more upon
a nation ‘stuck in survival mode,’” Traas
laments. The economy, supply-chain issues,
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and the fear of
retaliation—nuclear, cyber, or otherwise—
all take their toll, she says.
And the consequences extend beyond
the individual. Stress costs American businesses an estimated $300 billion annually
and has helped fuel “The Great Resignation,”
claims Rachel Yarcony, founder and CEO,
myAir (Boston). In fact, a recent Society for
Human Resource Management study found
that 83% of U.S. employees suffer from
chronic stress, “with 60% complaining that
their companies don’t provide tools for coping,” Yarcony says.

How Well Are
You Aging?
Innovative Natural Ingredients from
Certified Nutraceuticals Help
Enhance Overall Wellness & Longevity
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by protecting telomeres from
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Stress

“Filling in dietary gaps via supplementation and
functional foods can be game changers,”
says The Vitamin Shoppe’s Brittany Michels.
Unfortunately, those are the very diets
most of us crave when we’re hunting for
foods to soothe our psyches.

Closing the Gap
Convincing consumers to eat wholesome,
healthful foods is hard under the best of
circumstances; during times of global and
personal strife, the task is herculean.
But even if Americans can’t be dragged
kicking and screaming toward genuinely stress-reducing diets, “Filling in
dietary gaps via supplementation and
functional foods can be game changers,” says Michels.
And increasing numbers of consumers understand this. Kawa
notes that cross-channel
data from SPINS (Chicago) shows 21%
growth in dollar
sales of supplements bearing

an overt mood-support focus during the
52 weeks ending September 4, 2022.
Moreover, “Across functional-beverage
categories,” she says, “products with an
overt mood-support focus report nearly
37% growth, and many top items in the
mood-support supplement segment are
in gummy and chew forms, which also
report overall growth in the total supplement universe.”

production of calming alpha brainwaves. Paired with the latter, the formulation
appears to work “very quickly, in under
60 minutes,” Hazels Mitmesser continues, with “various measures showing that
this product provides stress relief through
data surrounding subjects’ heart rate,
accuracy of completing attention tasks,
perceived stress indicators, and lowered
cortisol levels.”

Functional Foundations

Herbal Relief

As for the qualities consumers look for in
stress-support supplements, Kawa notes
that on-pack messaging around “anxiety
relief,” “happy mood,” “calm,” and even
“Goodbye, stress!” captures attention, as do
high-profile stress-mediating ingredients
like ashwagandha, magnesium, GABA, vitamin D, probiotics, and L-theanine.
One case in point is Pharmavite’s
Wellblends Stress Relief gummies, which
Hazels Mitmesser says lean on two of
those actives—L-theanine and GABA—
for their effectiveness.
The former, she explains, is an amino acid found in green and black
tea that “can help calm a racing
mind” by crossing the bloodbrain barrier to directly
promote the

Traas notes that consumers are also interested in “time-trusted herbs and botanicals to combat stress,” which has helped
boost sales of adaptogens like ashwagandha more than 50% in 2020, and kept them
climbing at a 27% clip in 2021, too, per
Nutrition Business Journal’s 2022 Annual
Report. “In fact,” Traas says, “the ashwagandha market has tripled since 2017.”
Not surprisingly, then, New Chapter’s
Ashwagandha Force supplement highlights the Ayurvedic staple’s “balancing
properties that help bodies adapt and
optimize our systems to deal with stress’s
effects,” says Traas, who adds that the formulation uses a clinical-strength wholeherb ashwagandha extract concentrated
five times to supply the 125-mg dose that’s
been shown to reduce fatigue and irritability while boosting adrenal function.

Pointing to magnesium as another
“stress-support shining star,” Traas
says that New Chapter’s Magnesium +
Ashwagandha tablets deliver 375 mg
of magnesium per tablet—77% of the
daily value—in a chelated magnesium bisglycinate form that she claims
achieves 2.5 times the absorption of
the “leading brand, as shown in preclinical lab testing on buffered magnesium bisglycinate.”
16
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Stress

“Our algorithm then analyzes
each user’s specific food and stress data,”
says myAir’s Rachel Yarcony.

Future Perfect
But if convenience is key, Yarcony and myAir
believe that the future of stress support lies
18

in “the AI capabilities that now enable customized functional formulations for each
of us,” she says.
The theory goes like this: Now that big
data and AI have brought down the cost
of tracking biomarkers around the microbiome, DNA, and metabolism, they’ve also
made it more feasible for companies like
myAir to personalize nutritional solutions
for specific stress needs.
As she explains, “Our online questionnaire creates a deep profile of individuals’
cognitive responses to stress, while smartwatches help us track physiological responses like heart rate, respiration, sleep quality,
and physical activity. Our algorithm then analyzes each user’s specific mood and stress
data, deciding which adaptogen formulation
will have the best impact on their stress.”
The brand builds its bespoke supplements using ingredients that create “a halo
effect in which one plus one equals three,
and the specific combination creates an
effective, specific result on cognition,” Yarcony claims. That translates into blends of
real nuts and fruits “infused with a unique,
research-based proprietary formula of bioactive botanical extracts found in plants like
sage, hops, green oats, valerian, rosemary,
and others,” she says.
As for the formulation’s effectiveness,
Yarcony believes that “learning from your
consumers is best.” And indeed, research
that myAir conducted with Garmin Health
showed that 80% of participants who followed the routine daily experienced improved stress scores in five days, with 84%
seeing improved sleep quality.
The results touch Yarcony close to home.
“As an executive manager, a mother of three,
and a caregiver for my parents, stress had
become a massive burden in my life,” she
says. “I tried to manage it through meditation and mindfulness, but I failed to maintain a stress-management routine.”

And if it’s hard for
her, it’s bound to be
hard for anyone. So the
more that companies like
hers innovate in this space,
the more choices consumers
will have for taking control of their
health and managing their stress.

Kimberly J. Decker writes for the food and nutrition
industries from her base in the San Francisco area
where she enjoys eating food as much as she does
writing about it.
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Michael A. Smith, MD, wellness advisor,
Life Extension (Fort Lauderdale, FL), also
lauds magnesium as a stress-support superhero, noting that it “acts as a cofactor in hundreds of biochemical processes, including
those involved in the stress response.” More
specifically, he explains, magnesium can
inhibit glutamate receptors “to attenuate
excitatory transmission and promote GABA
and serotonin activity” while also keeping
levels of circulating cortisol in check.
Yet both preclinical and clinical studies1,2
show that stressful stimuli “negatively affect” magnesium levels, Smith continues,
and that “chronic latent magnesium deficiency” is common among stressed individuals, with one recent study3 finding that
roughly 44% of those screened for stress
were magnesium-deficient.
Life Extension took these statistics into
account when developing its Calm-Mag
stress-support supplement. And to address
the absorption issues mentioned above,
it chose to work with a magnesium form
bound to acetyl taurate. That produces a lipophilic delivery vehicle that “allows for the
easy, diffusive passage of the entire compound through the phospholipid cellular
membranes of the blood-brain barrier and
neuronal cells,” Smith says, “leading to better bioavailability of both magnesium and
acetyl taurate compared with other forms.”4
The Vitamin Shoppe also includes magnesium, which Michels calls “the mood mineral,”
in its VThrive Relax & Restore supplement
complex. The formulation’s blend of magnesium, L-theanine, ashwagandha, and lemon
balm “supports energy levels and a sense of
calm and relaxation, and also makes it a convenient way to cut down on the financial burden
of taking several solo supplements,” she says.

Mood

Get HAPPY!
Mood-boosting supplements are smarter than ever.

M

ood supplements are seeing a
surge of research and development activity as suppliers and
brands work to provide better validated and
more effective products. While a number of
legacy ingredients still hold a strong market
position, newer ingredients are giving formulators more options for contemporary
blends. Meanwhile, improvements in quality
control and production processes are leading to better standardization, more efficient
extraction techniques, and synergistic formulations involving multiple mechanisms
of action. Here are some of the ways brands
are modernizing mood supplements.

Mood Supplements:
A Category of Its Own
While several natural ingredients have
mood-boosting properties, these ingredients
have traditionally been sold as sleep-health
supplements. Recently, though, mood and sleep
have started to diverge as separate categories.
Scott Dicker, senior market insights analyst for SPINS (Chicago) and a member
of Nutritional Outlook’s Editorial Advisory
Board, says consumers are now looking for
supplements that provide stress relief and
20

relaxation without the grogginess of sleephealth ingredients.
“This differentiation has continued to expand with formulas that focus on overall
calming without the need for sleep,” Dicker
says. “Researchers are also starting to further differentiate between mood-support
ingredients and cognitive health ingredients
while maintaining the idea that both can
help each other.”
Dicker points to the growth of functional
drinks with mood-specific claims as further
evidence that mood support is becoming
established as its own vertical. SPINS data
show that sales of mood-boosting wellness
shots are growing by over 500% year-overyear. Furthermore, the ingredients seeing the
most growth are non–sleep-inducing.
“Ashwagandha remains one of the top
trending ingredients in this category, with 94%
growth and $91 million in total revenue. Other
trending ingredients include GABA, chamomile, theanine, and kava,” Dicker reports.

scientific approach to extracting ingredients
and formulating products.
David Foreman, RPh, founder of Herbal
Pharmacist Media (Palm Harbor, FL) and a
member of Nutritional Outlook’s Editorial Advisory Board, says the research on mood supplements is increasingly taking a more clinical
approach in assessing research outcomes.
“The research being completed on these supplements is now targeting the Profile of Mood
States (POMS) and Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS),” Foreman says. “Looking for
markers like cortisol, impact on blood pressure,
or blood sugar can show an impact leading to
positive mood changes as well,” he adds.
Mood ingredient suppliers are making
advances in extraction and standardization
technology to extract more of the active
compound from the raw ingredients, Foreman says. On the formulator side, brands
are creating better-rounded supplements by
blending multiple ingredients with different
mechanisms of action.

Mood R&D Gets Smarter

Emerging Products Leverage
Gut-Brain Axis

As modern mood supplements continue their upward trajectory, suppliers and
brands are increasingly using a more robust

Continuing research on mood-boosting ingredients has illuminated the link between
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Mood

gut health and mood, opening up roles for
probiotics and phospholipids to play in
the mood space.
Peyton Rudy, global marketing manager,
Active Living, Nutiani (Auckland, New Zealand), says mood-support ingredients are
now advanced enough to work amidst natural variations in hormone levels during different points of life. Furthermore, she explains,
the natural age-associated decline in brain
phospholipids has opened up the opportunity for more accurate and effective dosing of
phospholipid ingredients.
“Functional foods and beverages to enhance
mood are early in their existence, but they’re
increasing,” Rudy explains. “There’s been a proliferation of low- or no-calorie mood beverages containing nootropics and botanicals, and
there’s plenty of room left for more nutrient
density. Broad-spectrum phospholipids are
well placed for snacks such as bars and yogurts.”
Nutiani, a B2B wellbeing-solutions brand
owned by Fonterra (Auckland, New Zealand),
recently launched the second phase of its
Project Happy initiative in partnership with
Sun Genomics (San Diego, CA). Project Happy is a six-week randomized clinical trial to
validate the findings of a previous consumer
research pilot study.
The pilot study examined the effects of Nutiani’s proprietary LactoB HN001 probiotic
strain on 52 customers of Sun Genomics’ B2C
brand Floré. All subjects were screened for
mental disorders, and subjects with mental
illnesses were excluded. All 52 subjects consumed a probiotic formulation including LactoB HN001 every day. The subjects completed
the Oxford Happiness Questionnaire at baseline and after 30 and 60 days. After 60 days, the
group reported an average increase in their
rating of psychological wellbeing.

Delivery Formats Diversify
While taking a pill is relatively fast and convenient, experts say the ability to be flexible with delivery systems is an important
prerequisite to succeed in the mood space.
Maggie McNamara, marketing director for
Gencor (Irvine, CA), says companies are now
finding ways to make their ingredients more
effective in liquid solutions and gummies to
appeal to a broader consumer demographic.
“Innovative delivery technologies are increasing the effectiveness of ingredients,”
22

McNamara says. “New technologies are also
improving the efficacy and speed of action
of these ingredients. For example, Gencor’s
branded HydroCurc is clinically proven to
have the most bioavailable curcumin per
single dose in the market as a result of its
unique delivery technology…Lipisperse.”
Lipisperse, a cold-water-dispersion technology, enables solid and powdered lipophilic
ingredients with traditionally poor bioavailability and poor solubility to be easily dispersed in cold water. Gencor has also created
another branded delivery system, AquaCelle,
a customizable self–micro-emulsifying delivery system that optimizes the bioavailability
of oily lipophilic ingredients like resveratrol.
As delivery technologies advance, they will
enable further experimentation with new
delivery formats for mood ingredients.

Consumers Look for
Multipronged Solutions
While some industry trends are transitory, experts say the growth of mood-support ingredients is expected to continue. Kristen Marshall,
digital marketing manager for Verdure Sciences (Noblesville, IN), says the mood-support
niche will maintain its momentum. She notes
that consumer demand is mirroring larger
conversations around mental wellbeing and
balanced lifestyles.
“Consumers want to more specifically target their needs, and they want multiple tangible benefits from a single offering,” Marshall
says. “Upticks in multiprong support have
spurred innovation as consumers recognize
the direct links between multiple areas of
health. For instance, mental and physical fatigue may lead to impaired immune health.”
One rising star in the mood support market
is starting to show its power. Bacopa monnieri
extract, an herbal ingredient sourced from the
water hyssop plant, is demonstrating a variety
of mental wellbeing effects in clinical trials.
One 2021 randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial1 on Verdure’s
branded Bacognize examined the effects
of Bacopa monnieri on mental wellness in
89 healthy adults with self-reported poor
sleep. Verdure Sciences funded this trial
and provided the Bacognize capsules.
Subjects completed the Bergen Insomnia
Scale and the DASS-21 depression and anxiety scale at baseline and on study conclusion.

The subjects also had their salivary cortisol measured every morning and evening,
and their dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate
(DHEA-S) measured once daily. The study
authors note that DHEA-S is a biomarker for
stress, trauma, and PTSD. Subjects were randomly assigned to receive either two 150-mg
Bacognize capsules per day, or a matching
placebo, for 27 days.
After 27 days, the Bacognize group exhibited a 14% improvement in emotional wellbeing, while the placebo group saw only a
6% improvement. On the sleep measure, the
study authors say the placebo effect proved to
be unusually strong. The study authors determined that while Bacognize did not perform
better than placebo on measures of sleep patterns, the supplement did outperform the placebo in the emotional component of the 36Item Short Form Health Survey questionnaire
(SF-36). The study authors recommend that
further investigation into Bacopa monnieri’s
anti-anxiety effect is warranted.
Marshall says the mood supplements category is moving away from finished products that have an effect on mood; rather,
companies are positioning their products
based on the mechanisms of action that are
associated with a mood-related end result.

Still Room to Run
Mood supplements have captured consumer
and supplier attention in recent years, and modern ingredients are becoming more advanced.
As more consumers look for natural health
solutions for mood concerns, this space will
attract further research and development. Personalized solutions and multiprong mood supplements will define mood supplements going
forward as the category comes into its own.

Mike Straus is a freelance writer living in Kelowna,
Canada. He writes for trade publications like
Hoist, Canadian Chiropractor, Grow Opportunity,
and Massage Therapy Canada.
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PLAYING DEFENSE
Melatonin is under scrutiny. Will sales suffer?

M

elatonin dominates the sleep
market. With annual sales
growing over 10% year-overyear, and a 14% CAGR expected by 20261,
melatonin enjoys an enviable market position and unparalleled consumer trust. But
as the sleep market’s biggest player, melatonin is also the sleep ingredient with the
highest profile—and thus has become most
vulnerable to scrutiny. Case in point: While
the general public has generally looked favorably on melatonin, negative headlines
on melatonin made waves last year.
Will these waves rock melatonin’s reputation as a safe and effective sleep health
supplement? And is there any basis for these
negative claims?

The Good: Melatonin Is
Generally Safe for Use
Despite recent negative press around accidental ingestions and overdoses, most
melatonin supplements are indeed safe for
use. Duffy MacKay, ND, senior vice president
of dietary supplements at the Consumer
Healthcare Products Association (Washington, DC), says there is no dispute about
24

melatonin’s safety: It is safe for use, regulated
by FDA, and consumed by millions of Americans every day.
“Product safety is a combination of factors
that includes packaging, labeling, storage,
and directions for use,” MacKay explains.
“Melatonin is safe for adults and children
when used as directed. It’s been the focus of
research for more than 60 years. Its growing
visibility in the marketplace has attracted
more scrutiny—but scrutiny can be helpful
when it leads to additional scientific research
and heightened regulatory compliance.”

The Bad: Accidental Pediatric
Ingestion Still Happens
While melatonin is typically safe for most
consumers when properly used, recent
headlines highlighted the dangers of improper storage and unsupervised consumption by minors. The CDC’s June 3, 2022,
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report was
widely reported on by consumer news outlets when it announced that accidental melatonin overdoses in children had increased
five-fold since 2012, and that two children
had died of accidental melatonin ingestion.2

This report demonstrates that melatonin is
not without its harms, and that negative outcomes can and do happen. However, Andrea
Wong, PhD, senior vice president, scientific
and regulatory affairs, at the Council for Responsible Nutrition (Washington, DC), says
the headlines around melatonin’s risks are
misleading. Specifically, Wong cautions that
these headlines lack the context of the exponential growth in usage that melatonin has
seen in the last decade. More use, she explains,
means more potential for accidental ingestion.
“CRN’s national consumer survey data
reveals that the number of Americans using
melatonin more than doubled from 2012 to
2021,” Wong notes. “The CDC report notes
that the greatest year of increase in reports
was between 2019 and 2020, when poison
control center ingestion reports increased
by 37.9%. During that same time period,
melatonin sales increased by close to 40%,
according to two different industry reports.”

The Ugly: Inaccurate Labeling
Practices Happen
While the increase in accidental pediatric ingestion appears to be a function of
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Don’t miss our latest episode!
melatonin’s rise in popularity rather than
a greater inherent risk with melatonin itself, the melatonin market is still plagued
by quality control issues. Scott Dicker,
senior market insights analyst for SPINS
(Chicago), says several melatonin brands
have faced class action lawsuits due to inaccurate labeling.
“The melatonin content in some of these
supplements can range up to four times
more than what’s advertised on the label,”
Dicker says. “Sale of melatonin without a
prescription is not allowed in countries like
Australia, Japan, and the United Kingdom.”
Dicker notes that while melatonin sales
have increased 9.7% year-over-year, according to SPINS data, this is a decline
from the 35.1% increase the year prior. Despite this slowdown, melatonin is finding
inroads in other categories. SPINS data, for
example, shows melatonin-infused tea has
grown by over 376% year-over-year.
“Negative headlines are unlikely to affect
melatonin’s market position,” Dicker says.
“Melatonin seems to find itself in more categories across the aisles.”

2.

Pharmaceutical-Grade Melatonin Segment to
Be Significant for Revenue Generation.” Published online May 16, 2022.
Lelak K et al. “Pediatric melatonin ingestions
– United States, 2012-2021.” Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, vol. 71, no. 22 (June 3, 2022):
725-729
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and general counsel.
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Quality Control and
Consumer Education Matter
While the melatonin market has been plagued
by stories of accidental ingestion and mislabeled products, these headlines have failed to
blunt consumer demand. Consumers are eagerly snapping up melatonin products, albeit
in different formats than in prior years.
Given the risks of improper use and inaccurate labels, melatonin brands have a responsibility to conduct robust quality control and
to educate consumers around not only the
benefits of melatonin but also the potential
harms of overdose and pediatric ingestion.
The melatonin market has thus far shrugged
off media scrutiny, and maintaining consumer trust will demand full transparency.

Mike Straus is a freelance writer living in Kelowna,
Canada. He writes for trade publications like
Hoist, Canadian Chiropractor, Grow Opportunity,
and Massage Therapy Canada.
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Delivery Systems

STAY IN
Novel delivery systems must comply
with supplement regulations.
BY JUDY BLATMAN

S

the Jetsons were living in, when we compare the reality of our nutrient delivery
methods to theirs, The Jetsons may
have missed its mark.
In today’s reality, not only does
it look like no one is aching to put
aside an apple pie for an apple pie
pill, but when it comes to obtaining even supplemental nutrients, consumers are slowly
moving away from swallowing pills and tablets in favor
of nutrient delivery systems in forms closer to
the foods we crave.
Wilson Lau is best
known in the nutraceuticals industry
for his role with
Nuherbs (San Leandro, CA), his
family’s Chinese
herb importer
and ingredient company founded
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ometimes television shows reflect
culture before that culture exists.
The Jetsons, the ahead-of-its-time
animated television sitcom launched
in 1962, was amazingly accurate in so
many of its story details of what life
would look like in the future—that
future being 2062. Phone calls were
conducted via video screen. Living rooms were cleaned with the
push of a button (Hello, Roomba!).
Even flat-screen TVs, toy drones,
and smart watches were part of
everyday life.1
But there is at least one
prediction that seems offbase: how we consume
our nutrients. For the
Jetsons, actual food was
reduced to small pills2
that somehow were
as tasty as real food.
Although
we’ve
still got many
years before we
get to the future

YOUR
LANE
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by his grandmother, Dr. Bing Yin Lee. As president, Lau is the third generation to lead the
company. When he envisions the future for
the industry, Lau says he believes that functional foods will be the most popular supplement delivery format. “We are going to see a
combination of food and supplements where
the supplements are being combined with
the things we eat on a daily basis,” he predicts.

Swapping Pills for a
More Enjoyable Experience
Even in today’s market, there is belief in
some industry circles, backed by some research, that swallowing supplements in pill
or tablet or capsule form does not hold the
same appeal that it once did.
For example, Marc van Maris, senior
vice president of marketing and sales for
the U.S. market at Vitux AS (Oslo, Norway), says his company sees data demonstrating that consumers are moving away
from pills and tablets in favor of alternative
delivery systems.
The reasons why aren’t hard to imagine. In fact, van Maris believes that
the impetus for the shift seems pretty
straightforward. “Consumers are getting
tired of pills and want a more fun and
enjoyable experience when taking their
supplements,” he explains. “Some of the
shift seems to be generational as new

consumers to the category are exposed
to the wide range of delivery options,” he
adds, reminding us that 20-30 years ago,
pills, tablets, and capsules were more or
less the only option.
Lau concurs with that premise. “If you
look at Nutrition Business Journal and other research data,” he claims, “it shows that
people have pill fatigue. Another way you
can validate this is [by looking at] the
growth of gummies.”
He also agrees with van Maris that there
is a generational component to the shift.
“People, especially those who are older, have
to take a lot of solid-dosage items, whether
it is supplements or medication,” notes Lau.
On the other hand, he observes that “the
younger demographic associates capsules
and tablets with medicine—and they want
wellness, not pharmaceuticals, to feel and
perform better.”

Keeping It Familial
In fact, Lau is so intrigued by the prospect
of alternative delivery methods for herbal
ingredients that—buoyed by the innovative,
available technology for those methods—he
launched NuTraditions, a finished-product
company to complement his family’s ingredient and extract company Nuherbs.
From a marketing perspective, the story
goes that after suffering from a sleepless night

NuTraditions’
Good Morning Sunshine
coffee pods and
Hello Dreams strips
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(probably more than one!) thanks to his restless toddler, Lau, NuTraditions’ CEO, came
up with the idea for two new products, the
first in the NuTraditions portfolio, launched
in 2021. According to the company’s press release, “the products were created to deliver a
good night’s sleep and adaptogen-fueled energy to get through the day.”3,4
Hello Dreams strips, one of the new products, utilizes melatonin to help people fall
asleep and time-tested herbs to help them
sleep longer and sleep well. Good Morning
Sunshine coffee pods, although not marketed
as dietary supplements, combine either Colombian or Guatemalan fair-trade coffee infused with organic red ginseng, a traditional
adaptogen that “is known to fight fatigue and
provide immune support,” the firm says.3,4
Lau advises that pill fatigue was a factor
in launching both products. “But,” he says,
“just as important, or even more important, is how to meet the customer’s needs
in the most accessible manner.” For example, when it comes to sleep and relaxation,
Lau notes that people want something
fast-acting, something they can take when
they are ready for bed, not hours before.
“So, we launched [Hello Dreams] in a convenient, fast-acting oral strip and had to
figure out how to fit everything in such a
small footprint and still be effective.”
From a technology perspective, Lau explains, “Our know-how and extensive partnerships at Nuherbs enabled us to launch [in
2017] Nuherbs Bespoke Extracts5, where we
worked with clients on their product innovations by developing ingredients that are fit
for purpose in their desired delivery format.”
He continues: “It started off as simply wanting to offer a last-mile solution for organic
certification by developing these custom
organic extracts to fill in the ingredient gaps,
and it became the ability to ultra-customize
extracts. That capability was essential for
making the sleep strips and coffee pods effective.” Customer response to both products
“has been great,” Lau reports. Specifically,
with Hello Dreams, he says, “People are really
loving how quickly it works.”
The longer the products are on the market, he adds, the more “new-use cases” he
discovers. As an example, Lau says one of
the more surprising use cases was among
people who don’t have issues falling asleep
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but who have trouble staying asleep. “They
keep [the product] on their bedside [table]
and take one when they wake up to quickly
fall back asleep.”

Moving Beyond Pills
Craig Sheehan, chief commercial officer at
Guardion Health Sciences (San Diego, CA),
discusses the non-pill movement. “The shift
from pills and tablets to confection-inspired
technologies began more than 20 years ago
with the introduction of soft-chew technology in the calcium segment.” He explains
that ”calcium pills were very large and hard
to swallow, so this technology was a breakthrough that made calcium enjoyable and
easy to take.” Over the past 10 years, Sheehan
states, “this same consumer insight led to the
explosion of the gummy dosage form in nearly every segment in the supplement category.”
Guardion Health Sciences, a clinical nutrition and diagnostics company that develops clinically supported nutrition, medical foods, and supplements, purchased
Adare Pharmaceuticals in 2021, including
Adare’s popular Viactiv brand of supplement
chews.6 In a company press release, Guardion’s President and CEO Bret Scholtes stated
that Viactiv “has an established brand and

presence from which we can significantly
expand our capabilities in terms of marketing, product lines, and new distribution channels.”6
Guardion wasted no time in expanding
the Viactiv product line as promised with
the launch of Viactiv Omega Boost gel bites
earlier this year. The 1,200-mg omega-3 gel
bites are designed to provide total-body support, including cardiovascular, brain, joint,
and eye health.7
Sheehan doesn’t discount the popularity of gummies, but at the same time he
recognizes that the delivery method may
have some limitations. “Although gummies
work well across many nutritional ingredients, limitations in active-ingredient loading can be a challenge in some areas,” he
says, omega-3s being one of them.
“The omega-3/fish oil segment is very
underdeveloped in gummies due to taste
issues and the inability to deliver clinically
effective dosage levels, which can often exceed 1,000 mg,” notes Sheehan. And that’s
one reason why moving beyond gummies
may be an important breakthrough. “New
technologies, such as the gel bite, now make
it possible to overcome these challenges,” Sheehan adds.

Guardion’s Viactiv
Omega Boost gel bites
are backed by a clinical
study showing efficacy.
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Scholtes called the Omega Boost product
“…an exciting addition to our Viactiv line as it
introduces a new dosage form that addresses a gap in the omega-3 market: clinically
proven levels of omega-3 in an easy-to-take,
great-tasting product that you will look forward to taking every day.”7
It also wasn’t long before Guardion had
new science to share about the Viactiv
Omega Boost gel bites. In a press release
announcing interim four-week results of a
clinical study designed to test the effectiveness of the product on increasing omega-3
saturation levels of red blood cells, the company shared the news that there was a 51%
increase in the Omega-3 Index (O3I) in that
short time frame. The O3I is a test methodology from OmegaQuant.8
The encouraging results exceeded the
company’s expectations, Scholtes said. “The
amount of high-quality omega-3s in a supplement does matter, and this product reflects Guardion’s continuing commitment
to deliver science-based, clinically supported product[s] that can make a difference in
the health of our customers.”8
In other new product news, a little over
a year ago Nature’s Bounty launched an innovative line of “jelly bean vitamins.” The
fruit-flavored, six-product line of Nature’s
Bounty Jelly Bean Vitamins is available
for adults ( four products) and kids (two
products) and offers a “tasty, fruit-flavored
jelly bean format [that] provides an enjoyable and convenient way to get your daily
dose of wellness.”9
The adult vitamins include Immune
Jelly Beans with vitamins C and D and
zinc in an orange flavor; Sleep Jelly Beans
made with melatonin; Multi Jelly Beans,
a multivitamin that provides whole-body
health support via essential vitamins
plus zinc in a strawberry-lemonade flavor; and cherry-flavored Energy Jelly
Beans with vitamin B12 to convert food
into cellular energy. The jelly bean line
for kids includes a multivitamin and an
immune-support product. The product
line is vegetarian, gelatin free, and free of
artificial flavors or sweeteners.
“Nature’s Bounty is committed to creating
nutritional supplements that support overall health and make wellness routines more
enjoyable,” said Aileen Stocks, president of
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wellness brands for The Bountiful Company,
in a press release.9

Let’s Talk Technology
New delivery systems don’t happen overnight. Vitux AS, one company leading the
move beyond gummies, launched its innovative, patented ConCordix Smart Chews
delivery system in the market over a decade ago. Van Maris advises that smartchew penetration in the U.S. market expanded significantly in the last four years.
For example, Amway uses the ConCordix
format for its Nutrilite Brainiums DHA
Jelly Splat product, says van Maris. ConCordix is also found in the ChildLife Essentials product line as well as in SFI Health’s
Equazen Pro. The Equazen Pro product is
currently in more than 4,200 CVS locations
across the U.S., he says.
It’s the advanced technology that allows
product improvements in a number of areas and gives manufacturers scientific—and
marketing—advantages in creating new
ways for consumers to take their supplements. Calling the ConCordix Smart Chew
technology a “true innovation in delivering
dietary supplements to consumers,” van
Maris says the delivery system “effectively
addresses the consumer’s need for a healthier, sugar-free chewable alternative delivery
format that contains clinically relevant dosages combined with higher bioavailability.”
The ConCordix technology “can combine fat-soluble and water-soluble nutrients in one Smart Chew,” van Maris
explains, “providing unique formulation
opportunities over conventional gummies and even softgels for desirables
such as omega-3s and algal oil, CoQ10,
vitamin D3, vitamin B, etc.” He adds that
the technology allows for the fish-based
and plant-based omega-3 options to provide “reflux-free, no-burp experiences” for
those who take them.
Guardion’s Viactiv Omega Boost gel bites
also use the ConCordix technology, Sheehan says. He explains that “the gel bite is
a gelled emulsification technology which
allows for high concentrations of oil-based
actives, while masking the taste.” Van Maris
adds that it’s the patented emulsification
technology “which allows us to combine
fat- and water-soluble nutrients in a stable
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platform. Unlike gummies, which are just a
confectionery with a sprinkling of nutrients,”
he says, the ConCordix delivery system is
“designed to integrate clinically relevant
dosages of nutrients into our all-natural
chewable system.”
Even the “unique aluminum blister packaging” adds benefit, according to van Maris,
“guaranteeing stability of the ingredients
during the 24-month shelf life of the product.” Sheehan agrees and says that Viactiv
Omega Boost gel bites “use blister packaging
to preserve the freshness of every piece and
also have a remarkably soft and smooth texture, with a light fruity flavor, no fishy flavor,
and no sugar—despite holding more than
10 times more omega-3s than the leading
gummies.” He adds that “the consumer experience, from packaging to product, is very
different than [ for] a gummy.”
ConCordix technology does have some
limitations related to solubility and production, says van Maris. “Fat or water solubility
is critical to the formulation of our emulsion
and production, and some nutrients like
calcium and magnesium are not possible at
this time,” he advises.
Not only is van Maris practical about
the benefits of the ConCordix technology;
he is also philosophical. “From my perspective, the most difficult thing to do is
to get someone to change a habit that is
ingrained through years of repetition,” he
says. “We are mirroring the structure of
food by creating billions of small, oily droplets in the ConCordix Smart Chews. These
droplets increase the contact surface in the
intestines and lead to a higher degree
of absorption of ingredients when
compared to softgels.”
Clearly proud to be representing
the company’s Smart Chews delivery system, van Maris can’t resist
sharing one more lyrical thought.
Calling the ConCordix technology
“both innovative as it is simplistic,” he
adds that “it is looking to nature and the
design of food and of our digestive system to
help inspire, starting with the original blueprint, if you will.”
NuTraditions’ Lau says that it’s technology, but especially lab-scale technology, that
“allows us to rapidly [create] ideas and concepts, because you need real world-samples

to work with to ensure things work the way
you imagine that they will.”
With both novel and traditional delivery
systems, there are many challenges along
the way, and it’s important to pick the right
manufacturing partner during the endeavor.
Lau likes the precision of being able to tinker
to make it all come together.
“For oral strips, it is easy if the required
efficacious dose is low, such as [ for] melatonin,” says Lau. He explains that “if you are
seeking to deliver 3-5 mg of melatonin, depending on your label claim, almost any oral
strip manufacturer can do it. However, if you
want to fit the equivalent of 3 g in a small
footprint, then it’s extremely hard to do so.
It’s a question of knowing the ingredient and
formula profile.”
For some ingredients and formulations,
it is just not possible. For instance, Lau says
that “if the formula contains minerals, as
some Traditional Chinese Formulas do, it’s
impossible to concentrate it to such a degree.”
Another example from Lau revolves
around making a beverage targeting immunity. In that case he says, “Well, I can make
a water-soluble Echinacea purpurea aerial
part extract, but it would be so bitter that
no one would buy that beverage. The variables that one has to account for increase
quite substantially when you move
from solid dosage format.”
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Q-ACTIN: AN IMINOSUGAR WITH
SWEET JOINT HEALTH BENEFITS.
Clinical research shows Q-actin™, a biologically active carbohydrate that
modulates TNF-alpha, improves joint function and reduces discomfort
significantly better than glucosamine-chondroitin.
100% natural
cucumber extract

Fast-acting
joint relief

GRAS
affirmed

Only 20 mg
daily serving

Patented

Vegan, gluten-free
and non-GMO

Get the full story
at IminoTech.com
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Beyond Gummies?
So where does all of this leave gummies?
Van Maris says the ConCordix technology
represents a clear evolution of the chewables
category. “Since their introduction, gummies as a category have lacked a true innovation curve simply because of the inherent
limitations of the basic format. Gummies are
a confectionery platform to which nutrition
is ‘bolted on,’” he says, “whereas ConCordix’s
patented emulsification technology creates
the range of nutritional and ease-of-delivery
benefits for marketers to leverage.”
But let’s face it: no one expects companies manufacturing and marketing gummies to just let their category lead simply
melt away. Gummies are still a fast-growing
category, valued worldwide in 2020 at just
short of $6 billion with a CAGR of 12.5% and
projected to reach $10.6 billion by 2025.10
With companies such as Church &
Dwight, Olly, Nestlé, and Nature’s Way
leading the gummies market, gummies
have a strong foothold in the dietary
supplements space. In October, another
food and beverage industry giant entered
the gummy game.
Gatorade, a division of PepsiCo, launched
two new gummy supplements for athletes,
complete with a technology twist. Gatorade Recovery and Gatorade Immune Support were developed with scientists from
the Gatorade Sports Science Institute. The
Gatorade Recovery gummies feature tart
cherry powder and vitamin D, while the
citrus-flavored Gatorade Immune Support
gummies include vitamin C, zinc, selenium, and vitamin D.
Commenting on the release of the Gatorade gummies, one reporter from a food
publication alluded to the popularity of
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the gummy delivery system. Christopher
Doering, senior reporter at FoodDive,
wrote, “Gatorade could have easily put
these product attributes into its beverages, but by embracing gummies the
company is recognizing that people, and
those exercising in particular, are on the
go. Most people don’t want or have the
ability to carry around multiple bottles
of Gatorade. Gummies are lighter and
more convenient.”11
The technology twist is not specifically connected with the gummies’ product
drop, except for the timing. It does, however, represent growing consumer interest in
technology and personalization. The Gatorade gummies’ introduction coincided with
the launch of a “connected experience” in
the form of a Gatorade Smart Gx bottle
that “encourages hydration with intelligent
reminders that are triggered by sensors located within the bottle’s cap that detect the
level of liquid inside the bottle,” according
to a press release from impacX, innovator of the patented smart-cap technology.
The smart bottle connects to an upgraded
version of the Gatorade Gx app where consumers can track and improve their hydration data.12,13
“We have been searching for an innovative technology company to partner with
that can deliver personalized daily hydration recommendations and change the way
athletes hydrate and fuel,” said Drew Palin,
senior director of innovation at Gatorade,
in a press release. “ImpacX has created a
smart packaging technology that precisely meets our needs. This new partnership
represents the future of packaging and has
the potential to improve athlete engagement,” he added.12

Potential Consequences of
Ignoring Regulation
While new and alternative delivery systems aren’t likely to be a direct threat, at
least yet, to gummies a bigger threat may
come from some companies’ ignorance—
willful or purposeful—of dietary supplement regulations.
NuTraditions’ Lau subscribes to the theory that “just because you can dream it
doesn’t mean it’s legal to be marketed as a
supplement.” Or, he says, you may have to
jump through additional hoops to do so.
Lau’s not against the extra work. He says,
“when you work with novel delivery systems, having a strong regulatory presence
in product development is essential because
we have to comply with all the applicable regulations.”
However, Lau is also clear that some
products using alternative delivery systems
just are not legal dietary supplements. “I
will give you a sample that is quite clear:
patches,” he says.
Asa Waldstein is a veteran dietary supplement executive with 20 years of experience
in the industry. He is also principal of the
Supplement Advisory Group, a boutique
firm focusing on marketing risk analysis and
practical marketing solutions for the web
and social media.14
Waldstein is very clear about the illegality of skin patches marketed as dietary supplements. “The FDA’s definition of a dietary
supplement states that a product must be
ingested to be considered a compliant supplement,” he says. “Skin patches or creams
that transdermally deliver ingredients into
the skin are classified as drugs.”
He’s almost seen it all when it comes to
companies mishandling dietary supplement regulations. “Over the years, I’ve seen
numerous noncompliant products, such
as topicals or inhalants, labeled with a
Supplement Facts panel,” Waldstein
observes. “These are clear red flags
to regulators that the companies
manufacturing and distributing [the
products] do not understand the basics
of labeling compliance.”
Waldstein warns that those blatant
mistakes—like bulls to the matador’s red
flags—usually trigger a deeper, more detailed dive from the regulatory authorities.
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Draco Natural Products

Botanical Ingredients for

Functional
Beverages

Energy &
Sports Nutrition

People want higher
energy levels, as well
as greater endurance
and physical strength to
stay healthy and fit. While
healthy habits like a good
diet and exercise are essential,
a well designed functional beverage can help boost
energy, improve workouts, and aid in post exercise
recovery. In Traditional Chinese Medicine, Qi tonic
herbs are used to increase energy output. Yin tonics
nourish and restore cell and tissue growth, while
yang tonics promote energy, nervous system activity,
and sex hormones. A well designed formula achieves
an optimal yin/yang balance.
Eleuthero is used to promote physical energy and
endurance, and boost immune function, mental
energy, and stress resistance.
Rehmannia is a powerful restorative yin tonic for
improving blood and bone marrow health, adrenal
health, stress, and strength.
Beets have beneficial effects on circulation and
endurance by increasing nitric oxide, and are rich in
nitrates, antioxidants, and amino acids like betaine.

Joint & Muscle
Support

Inflammation is a
normal response of a
properly functioning
immune system and is
necessary for the body to
remove tissue damage before
healing and restoration can occur. However, excess
or chronic inflammation can delay healing and even
lead to major degenerative diseases. Inflammation can
negatively affect the joints, skin, muscles, digestive
system, and airways. It is involved in conditions such
as fibromyalgia, asthma, dermatitis, arthritis, and
post-exercise muscle soreness. Chemical imbalances
can worsen inflammation. A carefully crafted
botanical anti-inflammatory beverage can effectively
reduce swelling and promote healing.
Chinese Skullcap, with the anti-inflammatory active
constituent baicalin, supports healthy joints by
blocking destructive immune system attacks on joint
tissue, and it supports healthy lung function.
White Peony root is a sedative, antispasmodic, and
anodyne. It helps bring down swelling, while reducing
thrombosis and platelet aggregation.
Turmeric root is effective for delayed onset muscle
soreness (DOMS) after intense workouts.

6 Key Areas for
Truly Functional
Beverages
As more and more consumers strive to be
healthier, functional beverages allow them
to target specific ways to support their natural
body processes. Whether you’re looking
for solutions to provide your customers
with better rest, a stronger immune system,
more energy, or any of the other functions
mentioned below, Draco Natural Products
has pure, concentrated Full Spectrum extract
ingredients from Fruits, Vegetables, Herbs
and Mushrooms that are loaded with tested
levels of active constituents for optimum
beverage functionality!
Give us a call today to explore the
possibilities! We are ready to help you with
your formulation. (408)287-7871

Detoxification
Toxins from air, water,
and food pollution can
lead to poor health and
serious illness. Common
symptoms of high
toxicity are fatigue, fuzzy
concentration, skin blemishes,
and pain. Toxins can also cause
more serious problems, such as increased risk of
cancer, cardiovascular disease, and autoimmune
diseases; impaired cognition; and lung issues like
bronchitis and asthma.
Natural botanicals for your beverage products
can help detoxify the lungs, skin, and body from
pollutants; increase excretion of heavy metals;
help the liver metabolize toxins; and provide cellprotecting antioxidants.
Burdock root is a blood detoxifier that promotes
bile flow, lymph drainage, and sweating, helping clear
skin blemishes and boost joint health.
Milk Thistle seed supports a healthy liver and its
regenerative capacity, aiding its ability to detoxify
harmful substances. As a potent antioxidant, it
protects the liver from damage due to toxins.
Schisandra helps protect the liver from toxic
environmental compounds.

Anti-aging &
Beauty

Anti-aging remedies are
fast gaining popularity
as researchers are
discovering botanicals
that can help improve agerelated cognitive function,
skin youthfulness, muscle
strength, bone health, and energy. Antioxidant
phytocompounds can help slow the aging process by
protecting DNA and cell membranes from damage.
Stem cells can be stimulated to regenerate new tissues
in the body. Promising research in nutrigenomics
show that phytocompounds can increase the length of
DNA end caps using telomerase activators, allowing
cells to divide for longer periods of time.
Goji berry replenishes vital essence, and boosts liver
and kidney yin. It accelerates the DNA synthesis of
aging cells, helping to prolong cellular life span.
Astragalus promotes telomerase activation to
increase the telomere length of cells. Astragalus
extract in cell cultures extended cell divisions and
overall life span by roughly double the normal rate.
Andrographis extract can increase levels of stem cells
in the skin, and has the antiaging effects of increased
collagen, moisture, and reduced wrinkles

Immunity
A healthy immune
system protects the whole
body against the viruses,
mold, and bacteria that
surround us. The immune
system can be weakened by a
host of factors including poor diet,
aging, lack of sound sleep, emotional/stressful events,
and environmental toxins. When the immune system
is compromised, acute infections can lead to life
threatening situations. Chronic infections can result
in disability or auto-immune diseases like lupus or
rheumatoid arthritis, and cell mutations resulting in
cancerous conditions can gain a foothold.
Reishi mushroom is an adaptogenic tonic that
can boost energy and vigor, while also promoting
sleep and relaxation. It is rich in polysaccharides that
help stimulate the immune system to combat viruses,
retrovirues, fungal infections, and allergies.
Turkey Tail mushroom has anti-microbial effects
to fight upper respiratory, urinary, and digestive conditions. It supports lung function and increases qi.
Shiitake mushroom increases T cells and natural
killer cells, and its Lentinan component stimulates
production of antiviral immunoglobulins, helpful for
allergies, flu, colds, and fungal infections.

Adaptogens &
Stress Support

Adaptogens help restore
the body’s physiological
systems that are thrown
off-kilter by stress to bring
them back into balance.
These herbal tonics influence
the immune system, nervous system and brain, liver,
adrenal glands, and endocrine system. As tonics,
adaptogens can be used for a longer period of time
to heal the body and combat stress. Too much stress
causes a spike in cortisol which can eventually lead
to thinning of the skin, muscle and bone loss, and
increased fat storage. Cortisol can accelerate aging
by raising blood sugar, leading to increased tissue
glycation, followed by inflammation and tissue
damage.
Albizzia julibrissin is used in TCM for calming the
spirit and easing restlessness, irritability, stress, and
insomnia. It also helps with memory and focus.
Reishi mushroom has tranquilizing effects and is
used for restlessness and insomnia. Studies show
Reishi boosts the immune system and energy levels,
and promotes deeper sleep.
Rhodiola increases physical endurance, reduces
fatigue, improves mood, and boosts libido.

Draco Natural Products is here to help beverage
marketers discover and take advantage of a
broad array of functional, 100% natural botanical
ingredients and formulations. We are a well known
and established manufacturer of herb, fruit, vegetable
and mushroom extract ingredients, with over 700
products, for the dietary supplement, functional
foods, and personal care industries. We are experts in
botanical extraction techniques, blending, and both
dry and liquid formulation.

Draco offers many levels of customization of extract
products, so that you may develop unique products.
We can help you with flavors and colors in our fully
equipped food lab. Or maybe you would like a coextraction of 2 or more herbs that are designed for a
synergistic effect. Our Action Synergized™ process
optimizes this interaction by blending all botanicals
before full spectrum extraction. We can also process
using enzymes to enhance bioactivity of certain
phytocompounds, or use fermentation to provide
improved flavor, solubility, bioavailability, and color, in
addition to increased bioactivity.

Draco Natural Products
539 Parrott Street
San Jose, CA 95112

Legendary Draco Manufacturing

Draco Extract Ingredients are pure, clean, safe, and
natural. They are nutrient dense, whole food extracts.
They are Full Spectrum extracted in pure, natural water,
resulting in a balanced, efficacious extract powder. We start
with the whole plant, sustainably grown and harvested. No
excipients or chemical solvents are used, which can leave
residues, and/or inhibit complete extraction.
Draco’s unique Full Spectrum extraction efficiently
breaks down cell walls using our organic pure water
technology, freeing bioactives, and extracting a full
spectrum of phytocompounds. Our extracts are never
subjected to high heat which can damage important
compounds. Due to our unique spray-drying process, our
extracts are carrier-free. As discussed, we can also process
with advanced supercritical CO2 extraction and/or biofermentation to produce special extracts with properties
like active enzymes or high oil content, upon request.
We process our extracts in our own state-of-the-art
120,000 ft2 processing facilities, which are Certified
Organic to both USDA:NOP and European EEC/834
standards. Our facilities are certified to ISO9001:2015
and SQF superseding FSSC22000 under GFSI, and are
compliant with US FDA Food GMP 21CFR117, Dietary
Supplement GMP 21CFR111, and HACCP plans. We
are also Kosher and Halal Certified for your additional
assurance of quality. As part of our vertically integrated
“Seed to Drum” monitoring process, our extracts undergo
Rigorous Analytical Testing for constituent assay (HPLC,
HPTLC, UV), moisture, bulk density, heavy metals,
pesticides, and microbiological plate counts. We
lead the botanical extracts industry in purity with plate
counts that are frequently several times lower than our
competitors and we never irradiate or fumigate either
our plants or finished extracts. Extracts also include full
traceability from start to finish.

Tel: (408) 287-7871
Email: info@dracoherbs.com
Web: www.draconatural.com

100% Natural • GMP • SQF • ISO9001:2015 • NOP / EU Organic • Kosher • Halal

He advises that “there have even been some
FDA warning letters against companies
adding nutraceutical ingredients into vapes,
then claiming product benefits if a consumer smokes them.”
Waldstein claims that the common adage
“Where there’s smoke, there’s fire” is usually true when it comes to products being
grossly misbranded, such as labeling a vape
as a supplement.
Some of these—hopefully—rookie mistakes
could be avoided if companies entering the
market with novel delivery methods consulted a regulatory consultant or even signed up
for Waldstein’s complimentary “Warning Letter Wednesday” newsletter15 or participated
in “Asa’s Regulatory Education Series,” a free
educational platform focusing on GMP compliance, enforcement trends, and marketing
tips for the supplement and hemp industries.16
“Developing a relationship with a regulatory specialist is always a good idea,” Waldstein says. “These experts can be utilized to
help uncover risks in areas companies may
not have even thought about.” As examples,
he shares that if a customer posted about
sublingual delivery on a company’s social
media wall, and the company gave it a like
or a thumbs-up, this would be fair game for
enforcement. “The same goes for hashtags,”
he adds, “whereas #sublingual could tip the
scale to receiving an FDA warning letter.”
Waldstein understands special nuances that
help guide marketing strategy. He’s familiar
with regulatory gray areas, and throughout his
career he’s witnessed an evolution of alternative delivery systems, even in his own thinking.
“When I first heard about nutraceutical
gummies years ago, I thought, ‘There’s no
way that is a supplement,’ but I am glad to
have been proved wrong,” he observes. His
point is this: although not explicitly noted in
the regulations, products like gummies and
jelly beans “seem to qualify as supplements
if they are manufactured, labeled, and marketed correctly.”
Waldstein explains that “the industry continues to evolve as long as certain guardrails
are not crossed, and the FDA seems to allow
these types of innovations to continue.”
With all regulation, there is what’s known as
the “gray area,” that space where making simple mistakes might push you over the regulatory line. One such “gray area,” says Waldstein, is
NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK
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labeling. Marketing is another. “Based on their
labeling, ‘gray area’ products can tip the scale
into compliance or noncompliance,” he says.
For example, Waldstein notes that “labeling
a product as ‘sublingual’ or ‘absorbs through
the mucus membranes’ would turn it into a
drug. On the other hand, labeling a product as
‘hold under the tongue before swallowing’ is
more compliant, as the product is being swallowed, not absorbed.”

Last Thoughts
Looking forward at the alternative-delivery
formats market, there’s one innovation that
Lau would like to see incorporated: a commitment to sustainability, something that is
important to both Nuherbs and NuTraditions.
He believes that “product innovations and
alternative delivery formats can and should
also contribute to sustainability and the effort to reduce our industry’s carbon footprint
and impact. This will be an interesting twist
to product innovation in the future, especially
when all the easy wins have been realized.”
For Guardion’s Sheehan, “The challenge
with most dietary supplements is that there
is no immediate signal that the product is
doing anything for you, and any real health
benefits require continued use over time.
Pills are very passive; you don’t swallow
them because you love it but because you
feel you have to,” he says. ”New dosage forms
like soft chews, gummies, and gel bites bring
a level of enjoyment and satisfaction that
more actively engage you to make the experience something you can look forward to
taking each day—which we believe leads to
increased compliance.”
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in strategic counsel, media training, writing, and
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vice president of communications for the Council
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Preparing for
Plant-Based
Switching to a plant-based softgel?
Experts discuss the challenges and
solutions you need to know about.

C

onsumers of over-the-counter
(OTC) drugs and dietary supplement products experience a
plethora of product formats today, including hard capsules, softgels, gummies,
tablets, and others. Softgels, particularly,
enjoy tremendous popularity in both
the OTC and dietary supplement markets as consumers perceive them as an
easy-to-swallow and fast-acting format.1
Available in a wide range of sizes, shapes,
and colors, softgels enable label claims
such as “sugar-free,” “vegan,” and others,
thus offering numerous opportunities for
consumer-friendly product formulations
and brand differentiation.
More formulators are turning to softgels
as well. Not only do they enable the formulation of liquids in a solid dosage form and
improve the bioavailability of pharmaceutical or nutraceutical ingredients, but they
also allow for tailored release functionality, including immediate, controlled, or
delayed release.
36

Trends in Softgels
The global softgel market is expected to
grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 7.81%, from $3.76 billion in 2022
to $5.48 billion in 2027.2 As consumers seek
more plant-based alternatives, the market is
shifting away from gelatin- to plant-based
capsules. We see it happening as a higher
number of new dietary supplement capsules
with plant-based claims enter the market.
The number of capsules making plant-based
claims grew at a CAGR of 34% over the past
five years; in contrast, the number of all new
capsules grew at a CAGR of 14%.3
Traditionally, gelatin is a preferred
shell-forming material enabling high-quality
softgels and efficient manufacturing processes. However, gelatin can interact with the
fill material, leading to crosslinking, which
can subsequently impact the functionality
of the softgel and its storage stability.
The low melting point of gelatin represents another limitation—for instance
when dealing with highly viscous fill

formulations. Those fillings often need
to be heated to achieve a manageable
viscosity, but the temperature must be
below 35°C to avoid problems with the
gelatin shell and sealing.
Gelatin-free shell formers not only address consumers’ growing preference for
plant-based OTC and dietary supplement
products but also help overcome gelatin’s formulation and shelf-life challenges.
Several gelatin-free shell formers are now
on the market for use in softgels. Those
include hydrocolloids sourced from marine plants like red and brown seaweed,
agricultural plants like starches and pectin, and those made via fermentation,
like gellan gum.

Plant-Based Challenges
During a recent webinar, we asked manufacturers what they perceive to be the most
prominent challenges when formulating
plant-based softgels. From this discussion,
we learned that manufacturers perceive
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cost-in-use, sealing strength, encapsulation
speed, and consistent functionality to be
common challenges.
Softgel shells comprise a primary film former (sometimes combined with a secondary
film former), plasticizer, water, and other additives like colorants. Gelatin has traditionally been employed to produce softgels due
to its optimal film mechanical properties,
but modern plant-based alternatives offer
comparable performance and are, therefore,
gaining popularity.
While starch, as the sole film former in
the softgel shell, has the advantage of being
a relatively inexpensive raw material, it does
not provide the required mechanical properties to withstand the softgel filling and sealing processes.4
To overcome the limitations of
starch-only softgel shells, commercial formulations commonly contain a secondary
film former like carrageenan or other plantbased gums. When starch use is favored
above all else, lower ratios of secondary
film formers often do not provide the sufficient gel-film strength and elasticity to
form consistent, quality softgels. Ultimately, this can lead to challenges as well as slow
manufacturing speeds, lower yields, and
significantly increase the final cost.
To form premium, high-quality plantbased softgels, the gel-film system must
achieve an appropriate strength and elasticity to tolerate capsule filling, as well as
melt and fuse together during sealing. It can
be a challenge to find the right shell former,
or combination of them, to ensure optimal
performance and production efficiency,
and to stand out in a crowded vegetarian
softgel market.5

Plant-Based Solutions
Softgel manufacturers may choose from a
variety of different starch types, including
tapioca starch and different carrageenan
materials. However, if the combination of
film formers is not optimized, then lessthan-ideal functionality may lead to limited
manufacturing efficiency, such as fill capacities less than 70%, 2 RPM output, and quality
issues like leakers.
Manufacturers have found success with
carrageenan-based systems mixed with
modified starch. These systems have been
in use at a commercial scale since the late
1990s, presenting good compromise between cost and quality depending on the
carrageenan and starch type used. Originally, modified corn starch was preferred for
the softgel shell; however, in recent years,
pea starch has gained popularity due to
non-GMO claims.
Systems comprising specialized carrageenan offer improved strength and
elasticity specifically for the soft capsule
application. In combination with suitable
starches, this may lead to quality and performance attributes matching those of gelatin. For example, innovative plant-based
softgel technology, like those derived from
seaweed, allow manufacturers to form
high-quality seals at high fill capacities
(up to 100%), even at fast manufacturing
speeds (5+ RPM).
Plant-based softgels utilizing gellan
gum—either as the primary shell former or
in combination with starch—are relatively
new to the market and can reportedly be
used to produce quality softgels. While this
is a promising indication, commercial-scale
viability is still unproven, and gellan gums

Michael Baumann, PhD, studied chemistry at the Clausthal University of
Technology (Germany) and holds a doctorate from the Institute for Technical
Chemistry. He started his career at the Dow Chemical Company as an R&D
leader in 2001, exploring and advancing polymer development for various
industrial and pharmaceutical applications. In 2015, Baumann became
pharma field marketing manager, EMEA, for Dow Pharma Solutions.
Following the 2018-2019 integration of Dow Pharma Solutions into DuPont
Nutrition & Biosciences, he became global strategic marketing manager of
immediate-release pharmaceutical dosage forms at DuPont. Following the
merger of DuPont N&B with IFF, he now serves as the global strategic marketing
manager for dietary supplements within the Pharma Solutions division of IFF.
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carry a high raw-material cost, which may
be limiting for some manufacturers.
When it comes to strategies for switching from gelatin to plant-based softgels, the
above considerations just scratch the surface. Therefore, it is critical that manufacturers partner with a provider of technology
and shell-forming material that has expertise in formulating plant-based softgels. By
collaborating with a high-quality supplier,
manufacturers may find assistance with
identifying the right ingredients for their
formulations as well as navigating the manufacturing and regulatory challenges that
may arise when switching from gelatin to
plant-based softgels.
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From Good to Great:
Gummies Get Glam
Gummy supplements are getting a whole new look.
BY MIKE STRAUS
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Center-Filled and Bi-Layer
Gummies are getting even more colorful
these days, with new filling and layering
technologies enabling manufacturers to
create color-contrasting products. Michael
Baumann, global strategic marketing manager, dietary supplements, for IFF Pharma
Solutions (New York City), says crowded
shelves mean brands need to be creative to
generate interest.
Center fillings and layers, he explains,
are effective both aesthetically and functionally. “Center-filled gummies allow for
color differentiation within the center and
shell, which is a treat for the eyes,” Baumann explains. “This approach also enables separation of nutritional ingredients.

Bi-layer gummies allow for multiple layers of flavors and colors to deliver unique
combinations, and they can also have
different layers of actives. This allows customers to see each active layer separately,
improving the perception of the supplement’s benefits.”

Natural Shapes Mimic Foods
The first generation of gummy supplements was marketed to children; thus,
early gummies were designed to look like
candy. Hero Nutritionals (Santa Ana, CA)
is said to have created the industry’s first
gummy vitamin in 19972: a gummy bear–
shaped vitamin C supplement. Now, gummy shapes are trending healthier toward
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ummy supplements continue
their impressive growth streak.
Data from Innova Market Insights
(The Netherlands) show that supplement
consumers between the ages of 18 and
25 prefer gummies over all other formats,
while consumers aged 26 to 35 prefer either
gummies or functional foods and beverages
to traditional supplement forms.1
With this growth in popularity, though,
comes competition. Experts say that offering a gummy format is no longer enough to
stay competitive; brands that want to succeed must ensure their gummies are as visually appealing as possible. Here are some
of the ways companies are making sure their
gummies look good.

real-food themes, moving away from their
original confectionery inspiration.
Kelly Vu, application scientist, nutraceuticals, for IFF Pharma Solutions, explains
how the options are growing. For instance,
gummy manufacturers are moving away
from the traditional manufacturing method of depositing gel into starch powder,
she says. While this method does enable
high flexibility in shape, this gel-on-starch
method is only economically feasible when
the starch is reused, which poses a risk of
cross-contamination. Vu says that while
the second generation of molds, like silicon
or aluminum, solved this issue, 3D printing
technology is now gaining prominence as
the shaping method of choice.
“3D-printed molds allow for more organic and representative shapes that help
indicate flavor,” Vu explains. “Vitamin C
gummy gel mass can now be dispensed
into orange wedge shapes, giving the perception that the supplement is the fruit itself. Coatings can also enhance the perception of said fruit shape, such as a vitamin C
gummy wedge having a sugar coating that
mimics the pith of an orange.”
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Surface Texture
Gummy producers are increasingly experimenting with surface texture, giving
brands more options for unique offerings.
For instance, while gelatin and pectin are
relatively inflexible materials, emerging
solutions are enabling more creativity, says
Kate Jacobsen, vice president of research
and development for Catalent Consumer
Health (Somerset, NJ).
“There’s not much you can do to either
gelatin or pectin on their own to make a
different texture,” Jacobsen says. “We predict that combining gummy formulas with
other texturants will be the way of the future as companies continue to define their
preferred gummy texture.”

Also remember that any gummy supplement must be able to hold its shape
without a wrapper, Jacobsen says. Furthermore, consumers must be able to chew
and swallow the gummy in a reasonable
timeframe. Future innovations in gummy
texture will need to accommodate both of
these requirements.

“3D-printed molds
allow for more
organic and
representative shapes
that help indicate
flavor,” says
IFF Pharma’s Kelly Vu.
Custom Shapes and Colors
Customizable shapes and colors enhance
the customer experience while also creating unique branding opportunities. Jacobsen cites the example of an apple-shaped
gummy designed to taste like an apple.
“Custom shapes can also reflect a company brand, like a disk-shaped gummy
embossed with a company logo,” Jacobsen
explains. Most often, “Many brands have a
common shape but change the color and
flavor to match the intended effect.”
Color is also an opportunity to create
a branded experience. The most common approach involves matching color
to flavor—red for cherry, purple for raspberry, and so forth, says Karin Vollrath,
sales and marketing director for Catalent
Consumer Health.
Brands may also ask for colors that relate to their overall branding strategy.

Depending on what colors they want,
however, there can be limitations to what
manufacturers can provide. “The color of
the finished goods is greatly affected by the
content of the actives,” Vollrath explains.
Plus, there are limited natural-ingredient
options for some colors such as blue. “The blue
color category rarely has Federal Food, Drug,
& Cosmetic Act [permitted] colors, so there’s
a limit to how much a naturally sourced color
can change the product,” Vollrath says.

Pushing the Boundaries
Gummy supplements continue to reign
in popularity, but as more brands adopt
gummies and compete for shelf space, appearance will become more important in
catching a consumer’s eyes. Vibrant colors and unique textures can help gummy
brands stand out provided they can navigate manufacturing limitations.
As new technologies enable more flexibility with shapes, fillings, and layers, contract manufacturers and finished-product
brands may soon find they have more
room to play with gummy appearances.

Mike Straus is a freelance writer living
in Kelowna, Canada. He writes for trade
publications like Hoist, Canadian Chiropractor,
Grow Opportunity, and Massage Therapy
Canada.
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TOUGH ROW
TO HOE?

Plant protein innovations pull up weeds one by one.
BY KIMBERLY J. DECKER
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So while “there’s still work to do” to improve the sector further, she says, “equally,
there’s reason to be inspired by the pivotal changes we’ve seen in the last several years. And there will undoubtedly
be more to come.”

Planting Progress
Plant proteins may be the current rage,
but they’re hardly new.
The original textured vegetable protein (TVP) actually debuted in the 1960s
when William T. Atkinson—with help
from ADM (Chicago), which still holds
TVP’s trademark—invented a process for
texturizing soy flour into what Jacquelyn
Schuh, ADM’s global marketing director
for protein nutrition solutions, describes
as “a fibrous, spongy material used as a
standalone, plant-based meat alternative,
and as a nutritional extender in a variety
of meat and poultry products.”

And, boy, have we come a long way since.
“Today, the plant-based space has exploded with new protein options incorporating soy, pea, wheat, oat, almond,
coconut, and more,” Schuh observes.
“Even more niche sources from algae, lupin, mycoprotein, and ancient grains like
hemp and sorghum are also emerging. It’ll
take time for these proteins to command
the awareness and consumption of mainstream options, but there’s potential to introduce them to consumers in blends with
more popular plant-protein sources.”

No Slowing Down
And make no mistake: There’s plenty of
popularity in the plant-protein space.
The global plant-protein market
reached a value of $10.28 billion in 2020
and should top $17.52 billion in 2028,
representing a revenue CAGR of 6.8%1,
according to Mark G. Walin, senior vice
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lthough some may claim they saw
it coming all along, it’s likely no
one could have predicted even a
decade ago just how popular plant proteins
would become—not just with vegetarians
and vegans, but with everyone.
By that same token, there’s no telling how
much higher plant proteins can fly now
that industry has solved all the challenges
that historically stymied plant proteins visà-vis taste, texture, functionality, nutritional quality, sourcing…Oh, wait: We haven’t
solved all those challenges yet, have we?
No, we haven’t.
Yet as Jodie Kenny, business development director, plant proteins, Kerry (Beloit, WI), rightly notes, “The changes in
the category in the last 10 years have been
transformational”—and they’ve transformed the category via “innovations and
ingenuity” in manufacturing, processing,
and plant proteins themselves.
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president, business development and
marketing, Bio-Cat (Shakopee, MN). “This
shows that plant protein is slated to become even more widely popular,” he says,
“with no sign of slowing down.”
Tara Kozlowich, vice president of marketing, Merit Functional Foods (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada), adds that
an “impressive” 62% of U.S. households
now purchase plant-based products, per
SPINS, with SKUs now scattered across
30-odd categories.
“Consumers are buying everything from
plant-based milk and cheese to egg-free
bakery, protein bars, meat alternatives,
and beyond,” she says. “And because many
of these products have come very far,
there’s no sacrifice anymore.”

Driving Demand
That’s lowered barriers to entry, and that’s
encouraged migration to the sector that’s
been as broad-based as it is strong.
“For me,” observes Gregory Belt,
founder and CEO, EverGrain Ingredients (St. Louis, MO), “the real change
has been in the last three to five years.
Plant-based is now mainstream; it’s not
just one consumer segment.”
As evidence, he notes that though the
percentage of vegan and vegetarian consumers has largely remained static, “the
percentage of plant-forward flexitarians
has really increased.”
In fact, says Hanna Bean, marketing
manager, Americas, Beneo (Chicago, IL),
one in four global consumers now call
themselves flexitarian, compared to the
7% who identify as vegan, vegetarian, or
pescatarian—a margin that makes flexitarians the “most important target group
for manufacturers of plant-based products,” she adds.
42

Enter the Flexitarian

Pitfalls of Plants

So just who are these coveted flexitarians?
“Open their refrigerators, and you
may find conventional milk and a plantbased alternative sitting side-by-side,”
wagers Mark Fahlin, business development manager, Cargill (Minneapolis).
“And demographically, they tend to be
younger, more affluent, more educated,
more urban—that is, the change agents
of the future.”
Schuh notes that ADM Outside Voice
research2 found that flexitarians expect “more optionality and accessibility” from plant-protein formats and
sources, and that they direct particular
attention at “offerings that meet their
affordability, taste, texture, and nutrition expectations.”
But those values are hardly unique to
flexitarians; to wit, the majority of global vegetarians, vegans, and flexitarians
all agree that “taste and nutrition are
equally important in plant-based products,” Schuh says.
“Another key factor driving purchase,”
Belt offers, “is sustainability. Research
(Source: Innova Market Insights) shows
this has really taken off in the past two or
three years, with visibility around climate
change and COVID.” Today’s consumers,
Belt says, are “much more aware of how
their everyday decisions impact what’s
going on around the world.”
That said, “Flexitarians don’t want
drastic dietary changes,” Kenny maintains. Rather, “They want a simplified,
convenient, and healthier way to eat
what they love”—animal or vegetable.
That’s what makes them flexitarian:
“They ‘flex’ their diets to eat both meat
and dairy along with plant-based alternatives,” she says.

The flipside, of course, is that
flexitarians are “much more critical of their plant-based experiences
because they’re still consuming meat
and dairy,” Kenny continues. “And when
plant-based products fail to match their
desired taste experience, they’ll go back
to traditional meat and dairy products.”
Unfortunately, plant proteins often
failed to meet those expectations historically, while also suffering from “deficient
nutritional quality in the form of low digestibility scores and insufficient amino-acid
makeup, especially around low levels of essential and branched-chain amino acids,”
observes Elzaphan Hotam, CEO, NextFerm
Technologies USA (Short Hills, NJ).
Another “big issue” nutritionally, comments Sean Garvey, director of R&D at
Bio-Cat, is the body’s inability to digest
plant proteins as easily as it does whey—
the protein gold standard, nutritionally and otherwise.
“Consumers often report digestive discomfort after consuming plant proteins,”
he notes, which comes as little surprise:
“Because some plant proteins have lower levels of branched-chain amino acids,”
he explains, “we know that more grams
of plant protein may be needed to match
whey’s nutrition.”
For product formulators, plant proteins tend to carry characteristic performance drawbacks in both production
and application.
As Melissa Machen, senior technical services specialist for plant protein at Cargill,
says, “Animal proteins and fats are highly
functional, impacting everything from texture and structure to gelling, emulsification,
color, flavor, and more. No single plant-based
protein, fat, or oil can replicate all those roles.”
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For formulators,
plant proteins tend
to carry characteristic
performance drawbacks
in both production and application.
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Yes, hydrocolloids, fibers, and texturizers can help; but ultimately, innovation
offers the real solution, Machen believes.
“New processing technologies such as
high-moisture extrusion are helping us
close the gap,” she says, “and advances in
plant proteins—including the introduction of an expanded range of botanical
sources like pea, rice, and potato—are key
to improvements.”

Astounding Advances
While more improvement remains, Belt is
quick to note that with the exception of
soy, today’s plant proteins are still pretty
green, so to speak, with many hitting the
market only within the past few years, rather than decades.
And if you consider how far they’ve
come in that time, he argues, “It’s actually
pretty astounding.”
Schuh echoes that sentiment. “Advances in agricultural science are optimizing
harvests to reduce the cost, time, and
environmental impacts associated with
plant-protein production,” she says. “Seedto-fork initiatives to improve breeding are
producing sources with higher protein content, better taste, and more neutral color—
attributes that contribute to the improved
products consumers see on shelves.”

Demand Drives Investment
No wonder EverGrain’s Belt takes the long
view, insisting that “things are looking better now, and they’ll look even better a few
years from now.”
But getting to that point requires investment. As he explains, “You’re seeing more
plant proteins available on a large scale,
which is really important because it satisfies consumer demand.” But that in itself
is important, because absent sufficient
demand, Belt adds, “the necessary investments won’t continue.”
“And these are big investments,” he emphasizes, with the cost of building a new facility topping $100 million at scale, he says.
And they take time. “You need two to
three years to build a new facility,” Belt estimates, “and at least two to three years to develop a new ingredient. That’s why we’re just
now seeing the protein-ingredients market
catch up to the consumer pull. And I think
44

we can expect to see plant proteins catch
up even more over the next five years.”

Overcoming Heritage Issues
As Kozlowich notes, “Understanding how
plant proteins are produced can help formulators identify ingredients that overcome the issues that heritage technologies can’t solve.”
For example, while pea protein’s been
available for years, “the challenge has been
poor solubility,” which translates into grittiness and sedimentation, particularly in
beverages, she says. Merit’s response has
been the development of Peazazz C pea
protein, which leans on the company’s
patented membrane-filtration technology to produce an ingredient with “exceptional” solubility, low viscosity, a neutral taste profile, and up to 88% protein,
Kozlowich says.

“Understanding how
plant proteins are
produced can help
formulators identify
ingredients that overcome
the issues that heritage
technologies can’t solve,”
says Tara Kozlowich.
They’ve deployed the protein in a plantbased RTD beverage delivering 32 g of protein per 325-ml serving “and zero grit or
chalkiness, even at 10% protein inclusion
levels,” she claims.
They’ve also combined it with Merit’s
Puratein C canola protein in a nutrition
bar that maintains its soft texture across
its shelf life, as well as in “a taste-forward,
protein-fortified vegan chocolate that can
serve as an inclusion or coating for the
bar,” she says.
Kozlowich emphasizes that Merit
sources its non-GMO peas and canola
from Western Canada and processes them
locally in Winnipeg, Manitoba, reducing

the company’s contribution to greenhouse-gas emissions and food miles. And
with many of its growers located within
a 350-km radius of its facility, Merit has a
hand “in every step of the supply chain, offering brands plant proteins that are fully
traceable back to the farm.”

Bold Moves
Kushal Chandak, vice president of R&D
at Puris (Minneapolis), notes that his
company is also “making bold moves”
in the pea-protein space by expanding
the boundaries of where the ingredient can be used.
For example, he explains, “Plant proteins are notoriously unstable in their
isoelectric range, making it very difficult to
create protein-fortified products at a pH
below 5.0. To mitigate this, we’ve invented Puris HiLo, an acid-stable protein that
gives industry an option for fortifying fruit
juices, sauces, soups, dressings, gummies,
energy shots, and more with pea protein.”
The protein’s low viscosity and high solubility make it texturally invisible in beverages, while its neutral flavor profile lets
the taste of any finished application where
they appear speak for itself.
“This reflects the selection of yellow-pea
seed varieties that minimize off notes,”
notes Cargill’s Machen. (Cargill formed a
joint venture with Puris in 2018.) “It also
testifies to Puris’s processing techniques,”
she continues, “which bring out the best
possible flavor. The result is that it’s possible to push protein levels higher in beverages without the negative sensory effects
that typically come into play.”

Fans of Faba
Among its other benefits, pea protein possesses an appealing sustainability story,
fixing nitrogen from the air into the soil
and thereby helping farmers increase soil
nitrogen content by up to 70 pounds per
acre of production, notes Cargill’s Fahlin.
“This reduces the need for commercial
fertilizer on the farm, reduces fertilizer
runoff, and helps protect vulnerable rivers
and waterways.”
But peas aren’t the only legumes that
participate in this virtuous cycle. Beneo’s
Bean notes that faba (Vicia faba)—a.k.a.
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fava, or broad, bean—also fixes soil nitrogen, and adds that in April, Beneo announced a $54 million investment in a
German pulse-processing plant dedicated to producing protein-rich ingredients
mainly from faba.
The venture strengthens the company’s
sustainability record, Bean claims, with
Beneo pledging to source the beans locally
and at a Farm Sustainability Assessment
level of “gold.” The company also plans to
fully use and valorize the crop as it moves
from field to finished ingredient, choosing
its production process specifically “for its
low energy consumption compared to alternative processes,” Bean says.
As for faba protein’s functionality in applications, Jamie Matthews, Beneo’s head of
customer technical support for North America, claims that in its concentrate form, the
protein has emulsifying and foaming properties as well as “very good solubility” at neutral pH, adding that Beneo offers plant proteins “in a range of product types, including
flours and texturized options, which allows
for versatility in a variety of applications.”

Saved, Not Spent
Versatility and functionality were among
the qualities EverGrain prioritized when
developing its flagship barley protein, EverPro. But the genesis of the innovation really came down to finding new life for what’s
usually seen as a “byproduct” of brewing.
As Belt explains, when barley enters
a brewery, brewers solubilize the starch
for use in fermentation, leaving behind
a mass of de-starched barley known as
“spent grain.” But “spent,” he insists, is
a misnomer, as this de-starched barley contains not just fiber and unsaturated fat, but considerable protein—
about 30% by weight.
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As such, he sees it as a value-packed
product worth saving, which is just what
upcycling EverPro barley protein does.
Using simple adjustments to temperature, pH, and filtration—and no harsh
chemicals nor hexane solvents—the
company harvests the barley’s native
protein, whose inherent amino-acid sequence permits 97%-plus solubility at
neutral-to-high pH.
That gives even whey’s solubility a run
for its money, Belt claims, and it helps
plant-based formulations escape the
chalkiness associated with poor protein
solubility—and responsible for common
complaints against the category.
EverGrain is now cooking up an ingredient with near-100% solubility at acidic
conditions and plans to launch it next year.
In the meantime, Belt suggests viewing
EverPro less as a competitor to other plant
proteins than as a partner with them.
Not only does the barley protein’s
amino-acid profile complement those of
other plant proteins, but he also points
out that at 89% bioavailability, EverPro
is “one of the most bioavailable plant
proteins on the market. So by combining our barley protein with other plant
sources, you get the same great taste,
texture, and nutrition of dairy, and you
prove that plants work harder when they
work together.”

Unlocking Protein Quality
Amino-acid complementarity aside, “It
remains true that plant-based protein’s
benefits aren’t superior or even equal to
those of animal-based proteins,” observes
Katie Emerson, manager of scientific affairs, Nutrition21 (Saddle Brook, NJ). “That
is why innovation to boost bioavailability is so vital.”

On that front, both preclinical and clinical trials demonstrate that when subjects
consume Nutrition21’s patented amylopectin-chromium complex Velositol with
protein—including plant-based protein
from pea and soy—“we observe faster and
more efficient muscle-protein synthesis,
leading to greater muscle strength, power,
and recovery,” Emerson says.
So while plant proteins alone “may
not stand up to whey in the benefits
they offer,” she concludes, “through our
research we can say that when paired
with Velositol, those benefits are more
enhanced than when offered without it.”
Bio-Cat has also explored options for
unlocking plant protein’s potential, and
while “there’s still work to do with regard
to how well plant protein releases amino
acids,” Garvey concedes, “one solution is to
add Optiziome P3 Hydrolyzer.”
Bio-Cat’s proprietary triple-protease
blend liberates 228% more branchedchain amino acids and 295% more leucine
from plant protein when pitted against
two top competitors in standard in vitro
gastric-digestion experiments—“a proven
increase in simulated protein digestion
that allows companies to improve their
products and give consumers more from
brands they already trust,” Garvey claims.
In fact, Bio-Cat recently partnered with
sports-nutrition brand Iovate to include
the enzyme blend in Iovate’s MuscleTech
plant-protein powder, where Walin says it
lets the brand deliver more protein with
less while improving protein-performance
claims and supporting critical sustainability initiatives.
“It’s incumbent on industry to drive
more efficiency from the protein already
available, versus forcing more into the market,” Walin argues. “The biggest advance
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here may be the understanding that ‘more
doesn’t always mean more,’ and that the
race to push higher gram levels of protein
has reached its terminal share. By making
fewer grams of protein work more efficiently, you can cost-model to include other
functionals while also improving—sometimes drastically—sensory scores.”
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Spontaneous Reaction
But even as industry scales plant-protein
efficiency, the sector’s expansion isn’t
without costs in terms of land, energy, or
chemical-input use, NextFerm’s Hotam
notes. And for that reason, NextFerm developed its Protevin fermented protein as
a greener alternative.
Using water and physical means only,
the company extracts the protein from
natural baker’s yeast biomass following its fermentation stage, “enabling
access to an amino-acid profile and digestibility that are as close as you can
get to animal sources like dairy and
egg,” Hotam claims.
The process is unique to NextFerm,
he continues, and because it proceeds
in closed vessels within a confined
space, it minimizes water, electricity,
and arable-land use. Finally, any residual biomass can go to food or feed applications, closing the loop without waste.
No wonder Hotam believes that
when implemented at scale, it promises
“many long-term advantages on the sustainability front.”
On the formulation front, Protevin is “a
highly useful powder with a clean, bland
taste and pale color,” Hotam says. Since
its launch last year, it’s already appeared in powdered premixes

and alt-dairy applications, where it’s “gaining a lot of traction with local players as
well as large multinationals,” he says. “All
recognize its intrinsic advantages of applicability, taste, and nutrition.”

Coming Full Circle
ADM also has its eye on fermentation and
recently invested in and partnered with
New Culture (San Leandro, CA), which
uses precision fermentation to produce
animal-free casein for cheese-making.
As Schuh explains, “While expansive capabilities in food-grade fermentation are required to support the processing, lab services,
and consulting needs of food and beverage
companies, ‘fermentation-as-a-service’ can
level the playing field and spur development.
So we’re sharing support from our global
product-development capabilities to accelerate New Culture’s foodservice and consumer
applications, further accelerating the technical capacity to make plant-based cheese
alternatives more delicious and accessible.”
Yet that doesn’t mean ADM’s abandoned the plant protein that started it
all—soy, which Schuh insists “remains
a crucial plant protein and is the top
plant protein in global alternative
product launches.”
One new addition to the catalogue
is Arcon HM functional soy-protein
concentrates, which ADM formulated
to tolerate the high-moisture extrusion required to make “whole-muscle

cuts” of alternative meats. “This helps
bridge the gap toward products that
achieve the bite and chew consumers expect from meat alternatives,”
Schuh says, “while addressing the taste,
structure, texture, functionality, and
clean-label challenges of plant-based
whole-muscle products.”
And that should benefit consumers,
industry, and the planet as a whole. As
Kenny says, “Plant-based proteins will
play an important role in the food system
of the future, proving that industry can
lead through innovation, aspiring to be
net-zero or even carbon-positive while still
providing a growing population nutrition
that’s easily accessible, readily available,
and great-tasting.”

Kimberly J. Decker writes for the food and nutrition
industries from her base in the San Francisco area
where she enjoys eating food as much as she does
writing about it.
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Formulating with Powdered Lipids
How powdered lipids are manufactured, why and
when to use them, and claims that can be made
when using them.
NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK: What are powdered lipids?
HIRSCHEL: When thinking about lipids or fats in the diet, you think about cooking oils
and butter, but they are tough to work with in our industry. Powders are much easier
and more versatile for formulators to work with. So, a powdered lipid is taking an oil or a
solid fat and combining it with a powder, also known as a carrier. It helps to encapsulate
or emulsify the fat. Then it is spray dried to produce a powdered lipid.
NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK: Why would a product developer choose powdered lipids?
HIRSCHEL: One reason that I mentioned before is that they are much easier to work
with in a formulation. Powdered lipids not only add the health benefits of fat to a
product, but they also can enhance the mouthfeel and texture of a product. They also
allow that lipid to be dispersed in a beverage or a baking mix where an oil or a solid fat
would float on top without emulsification from the powdered lipids. Another reason is
stability—powdered lipids can often provide additional stability to easily oxidized longchain fats. And lastly, some lipids can be difficult to digest, and when they are with a
powder carrier, they provide better gastrointestinal tolerability.
NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK: What differentiates ABITEC’s powdered lipids from other
powdered lipids on the market?
HIRSCHEL: There are a few key reasons to choose Abitec’s NutriSperse powdered
lipids. First is functionality. Abitec’s powdered lipids disperse in both hot and cold
water, which works for ready-to-drink and bakery mixes where it disperses into
solution quickly, evenly, and consistently. What’s more, they provide improved
mouthfeel and can have taste-masking properties when working with actives that
have a difficult palate. Another reason is from an application perspective—we have
varying types of fat on varying types of carriers at varying amounts of fat load. So,
if you need something that’s 45% - 50% fat versus up to 70% fat, we have offerings
on dairy or non-dairy carriers that can meet your label requirements. Plus, powered
lipids support a variety of different health benefits depending on your target
customer. Abitec’s powdered lipids also provide stability up to 18 months from the

Alice Hirschel, Ph.D.
Technical Business Director
Nutritional Health
ABITEC Corp.
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retest date. And lastly, our powdered lipids are made in the
United States, so they reduce supply-chain issues.
NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK: Are your powdered lipids
dispersible?
HIRSCHEL: Yes, all our lipids have been tested in both hot and
cold water. We tested them by stirring with a spoon and in a
blender. They are easily dispersible for ready-to-drink products,
coffee creamers, bakery mixes, etc.
NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK: What types of products use
powdered lipids?
HIRSCHEL: The most common type of product in the industry
that uses powdered lipids is ready-to-drink powdered mixes, such
as protein shakes, meal replacements, and nutritional powders.
Adding powdered lipids enhances not only the flavor and texture
but mouthfeel as well as the added health benefits from the
healthy fats. Powdered lipids are also great for bar applications.
It’s challenging to get an oil into a bar and not have it leak out. As
such, powdered lipids are ideal for bars. They also work well for
different types of sauces or spreads.

NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK: What would powder lipids be
labeled as?
HIRSCHEL: It would depend on the powdered lipid that you
choose—the type of lipid and the carrier—as most often, they are
the only two ingredients that would be required to be included
on the label. Ultimately, it would be up to the finished-product
manufacturer to follow labeling guidelines to ensure that everything
that needs to be on there is included.

ABITEC provides ingredients that may support products for a healthy lifestyle across many different markets by offering both nutritional and functional
ingredients. We know each person's lifestyle and nutritional needs are unique thereby warranting different benefits and functionality. Our ingredients can be
used in an array of nutritional markets, from sports nutrition and weight management all the way to animal nutrition.

Heart Health

HEART

Smarts
Researchers discover new benefits
of natural ingredients.
BY MIKE STRAUS

Botanicals Reduce
Oxidative Stress
Botanical ingredients are gaining validation
as cardiovascular health ingredients in clinical trials, enabling formulators to create
synergistic herbal blends that act on multiple pathways, says Amol Pathak, director of
ENovate Biolife (Mumbai, India).
Companies like ENovate Biolife are
sourcing these synergistic ingredients
from the plant world. Pathak points to
Terminalia arjuna as one such botanical
with heart health promise. “T. arjuna,
derived from tree bark, has antioxidant,
anti-inflammatory, and antimicrobial
50

properties,” Pathak explains. “It
strengthens and tones the heart
muscles, and it contains a host of
bioactive compounds like tannins,
flavonoids, and ellagic acid. The arjuna tree also has strong anti-hypertensive properties.”
Launched in 2020, ENovate Biolife’s
branded Oxyjun ingredient is a sustainably sourced, DNA-authenticated T. arjuna extract that is free from arjunolic acid.

Oxyjun was recently examined in an in silico
molecular study2 to explore the ingredient’s
mechanism of action. This study, which
was reviewed by ENovate Biolife Cofounder
Jayesh Chaudhary, identified the bioactive
phytochemicals in Oxyjun and assessed

NEW BEETROOT INGREDIENT
SUPPORTS CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
ONE NEW HEART HEALTH INGREDIENT has an unusual twist. In May 2022,
Sibelius Natural Products (UK) launched its branded UpBiet,
a beetroot (Beta vulgaris) juice crystal ingredient designed to
support cerebral blood flow. Previous research8 has shown that
beetroot juice can increase nitric oxide levels and reduce blood
vessel endothelium inflammation.
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T

he heart health supplements market is alive—and kicking—as
brands target new demographics and consumers turn to natural, preventative solutions for cardiovascular health. Persistence Market Research
predicts that heart health supplements will see
a 4.5% CAGR through 2030, eventually crossing
$14 billion in global sales.1
As cardiovascular concerns register
among younger consumers, too, supplement
brands and ingredient suppliers are responding with a renewed emphasis on robust research, which ultimately is yielding more effective formulations.

their binding affinity to eight protein receptors associated with the cardiovascular system. The study found that arjunic acid and
eight other compounds in Oxyjun exhibited
strong bioactivity and good docking scores.
Another botanical gaining ground as a
heart health ingredient is a common kitchen staple with a twist. This unique variant
of garlic (Allium sativum) demonstrates potent cardiovascular effects.
Aged black garlic is a botanical ingredient created by inducing a Maillard reaction in raw garlic for an extended period.
The Maillard reaction, which uses heat to
break down proteins, is the same reaction
responsible for the golden brown hue of a
toasted marshmallow or a seared steak.
In March 2022, Pharmactive Biotech
Products (Madrid, Spain) launched a
branded aged black garlic ingredient for
heart health called ABG+, designed for
gummy products. Aged black garlic has
long been regarded as a culinary delicacy in Asia, points out Maggie McNamara,
marketing director for Gencor (Irvine, CA).
(Gencor is the exclusive U.S. distributor for
Pharmactive.) Its active ingredient, S-allylcysteine, is stable enough for use in both
gelatin and pectin gummy formulations,
she adds. ABG+ is standardized to greater
than or equal to 0.1% S-allylcysteine.
“ABG+ has been associated in several
studies with the inhibition of oxidative damage as a result of its potent antioxidant and
cardioprotective properties,” McNamara
says. “ABG+ decreases coronary perfusion
pressure, thereby improving heart contraction, balancing blood pressure, and helping
to alleviate oxidative stress.”
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Marine Ingredients:
New Research
Marine-sourced ingredients are demonstrating heart health effects in clinical trials. But do
all marine sources of omega-3s work similarly?
One randomized, single-dose, single-blind,
crossover trial3 examined the effects of krill oil,
krill meal, or fish oil on plasma triglycerides
and phospholipids in 15 subjects over the
course of 72 hours. The subjects were randomly assigned to receive a single 1,700-mg
dose of EPA and DHA fatty acids from each
of the three sources and were monitored for
blood EPA and DHA concentrations, as well
NUTRITIONAL OUTLOOK
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CRANBERRY CONSUMPTION
BOOSTS BLOOD VESSELS
A 2022 RANDOMIZED double-blind controlled trial9 on 45 healthy men found that cranberry powder (Vaccinium macrocarpon) improved endothelial function and flow-mediated
dilation in healthy subjects. The study found that cranberry powder acted quickly, with the subjects seeing an effect within four
hours. The study authors say their dose is easy for the general
population to incorporate into a daily diet, making cranberry a
potent heart health ingredient with good adherence.

as plasma phospholipids and triglycerides, for
the next 72 hours. Subjects had blood samples
taken at baseline and eight times during the
next three days, and ate standardized meals
during the study period.
The study found that while all three interventions caused an increase in phospholipid fatty acids, krill oil caused the most significant increase—by a substantial margin.
The authors concluded that the EPA and
DHA fatty acids in krill oil may be more bioavailable than the omega-3 fatty acids in the
fish oil and krill meal in the study.
Lisa Miller, U.S. communications director for Aker BioMarine (Oslo, Norway), says
the JAMA Network study, published earlier
this year, is significant because it demonstrates that krill oil, not just fish oil, has
cardiovascular benefits. Subsequent clinical
trials have also found that krill oil–derived
omega-3s are safe and effective at reducing
triglyceride levels.4 Miller says Aker BioMarine’s branded Superba Krill Oil has the backing of eight clinical studies demonstrating
effects on triglycerides, the Omega-3 Index,
and inflammation.
Marine ingredients are also making
their way into heart health blends. For instance, Miller notes, “There are many possibilities for krill oil in today’s market. As
a unique marine phospholipid complex of
choline and omega-3s, krill oil is a standalone ingredient—but there’s no question
that its unique format allows it to blend
with other ingredients efficiently.”
Omega-3 fatty acids are often combined
with vitamin K2 in heart health products
these days, says Christopher Hachey, U.S.
business development manager for GC Rieber

VivoMega (Norway). Vitamin K2 may help to
slow vascular calcification, Hachey explains,
which may reduce atherosclerotic plaque.
Hachey expects combining vitamin K2 with
omega-3s would likely render synergistic
heart health benefits.
While the primary demographic for heart
health supplements is older adults, targeting younger consumers should become a
priority for brands, Hachey advises. The recommended dose regimen of EPA and DHA
omega-3s has a preventative heart health
effect when started in early adulthood.
“According to the European Food Safety
Authority, consuming 250 mg/g of EPA and
DHA daily contributes to normal heart function,” Hachey says. “The recent pandemic
has alerted the younger generations to the
benefits of having robust health at every age.
These younger generations are more aware
than ever before that proactive, healthy lifestyle steps are essential. Communicating the
heart health benefits of omega-3 concentrates is likely to resonate with them.”

Probiotics Reduce
Cholesterol, Triglycerides
Popular for gut health, probiotic ingredients are now proving they can play in the
heart health arena as well.
Sid Shastri, director of research and business, probiotics division, at Kaneka Americas Holding Inc. (Pasadena, TX), says Kaneka
began developing probiotics for heart health
over 10 years ago. Kaneka’s internal studies
have shown that Floradapt Cardio, the company’s patented heart health probiotic ingredient, can reduce LDL cholesterol and triglyceride levels. Floradapt Cardio is a blend
51

OLIVE & POMEGRANATE EXTRACT
IMPROVES LIPID PROFILE
A RECENT CLINICAL TRIAL10 found that Pomalive, a patent-pending

olive and pomegranate fruit extract ingredient by Euromed S.A.
(Barcelona, Spain), can improve triglyceride profiles and reduce the risk of
cardiovascular diseases in healthy
middle-aged adults. After taking
Pomalive for eight weeks, the subjects
experienced reductions in triglyceride and LDL levels, as well as an
increase in HDL levels.

of Kaneka’s proprietary Lactobacillus plantarum KABP-011, L. plantarum KABP-012, and
L. plantarum KABP-013 strains. The blend
contains 1.2 billion CFU per 100-mg capsule.
More recently, a 2021 randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial5 examined
the effects of Floradapt Cardio and red yeast
rice extract (containing 10 mg of monacolin K)
on LDL cholesterol and other biomarkers of
blood lipid concentration in 39 subjects with
high total cholesterol (200 mg/dL or more).
Subjects were randomly assigned to receive
either one capsule of Floradapt Cardio per
day, or a matching placebo, for 12 weeks. The
subjects were examined for body weight, BMI,
body fat percentage, blood triglycerides, LDL
cholesterol, and total cholesterol at baseline
and after 6 and 12 weeks.
After 12 weeks, the subjects in the experimental condition exhibited statistically significant reductions in LDL cholesterol, total
cholesterol, and triglycerides after adjusting
for previous medical treatment for high cholesterol. (While the subjects in the experimental condition did experience reductions in
body weight, body fat, and BMI, these findings
were established to be not statistically significant in between-group analysis.) The study
authors concluded that Floradapt Cardio effectively reduces LDL and total cholesterol.
“This study represents a relatively new
concept in applying probiotics to support
overall heart health,” Shastri says. “They
show how probiotic bacteria go beyond the
common view of their uses for benefitting
gut health. The ability of probiotic microorganisms to deconjugate bile via production
of BSH, bile salt hydrolase, is associated
52

with lower cholesterol levels. Combining
Floradapt Cardio with statins supported
the lowering of LDL levels even further.”
Research has found that in addition to their
effects on cholesterol levels, probiotics can
influence the risk of coronary heart disease.
Zac Sniderman, director of business development, North America, OptiBiotix Health
(UK), says a recent study6 on the branded
OptiBiotix Lactobacillus plantarum ingredient
LPLDL showed that the ingredient can reduce
non-HDL cholesterol and apolipoprotein B.
This study, a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled pilot trial funded by OptiBiotix,
assessed the effects of the L. plantarum on
cholesterol in 16 adults with high cholesterol.
The subjects were randomly assigned to receive either 4 billion CFU of L. plantarum per
day, or a placebo, for six weeks, followed by a
three-week washout period. The study found
that six weeks of L. plantarum consumption
decreased total cholesterol by 34.6%, LDL
cholesterol by 28.4%, non-HDL cholesterol by
17.6%, and apolipoprotein B by 28.6%.
“More recently, OptiBiotix has been investigating the effects of novel prebiotics,
such as xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS), with
our probiotic strain LPLDL,” Sniderman adds.
“Our research has shown that when XOS is
combined with certain probiotic strains,
there is an increased rate of growth activity
in the gut, accentuating the health benefits.”

Vitamin K2 Reduces
Arterial Calcification,
Risk of Heart Disease
Buoyed by new studies demonstrating its
positive effects on the arteries, vitamin K2

is coming to the forefront of cardiovascular
health. Recently, there’s been a push for further research and development to continue
raising the ingredient’s profile. Two recent
developments have given vitamin K2 further
credibility for heart health, says Stacey Smith,
DC, marketing and communications manager, North America, Gnosis by Lesaffre (Italy).
“First, world-renowned vitamin K researchers at Maastricht University in The Netherlands teamed up with the Cleveland Clinic to
create a comprehensive narrative review of
vitamin K2’s overlooked role in heart health,”
Smith says. “The paper presents a thoughtful
organization of data, which is desperately
needed to petition for an overall vitamin K
Recommended Daily Intake, and not solely
based on vitamin K1.”
This narrative review7 examined the body
of research around the role of matrix Gla
protein in cardiovascular health as well as
the role of vitamin K2 in supporting heart
health. Based on the findings of at least
seven clinical trials, the study authors concluded that vitamin K2’s role in heart health
extends further than simply preventing arterial calcification; rather, vitamin K2 supplementation can prevent or slow the progression of arterial stiffening, heart failure,
endothelial dysfunction, and diabetes.
Gnosis by Lesaffre recently announced a
new 1.5-year clinical trial, called VIKIPEDIA,
on its branded vitamin K2 ingredient MenaQ7.
This trial, Smith says, will examine the cardiovascular effects of the highest dose of MK-7 to
date, with the experimental group subjects receiving 1 mg per day.
Additional research has further substantiated the link between vitamin K2
and heart health. Thies Ripcke, director of
business development, North America, at
Kappa Bioscience (Oslo, Norway), says the
results of a new trial may soon provide new
data suggesting another role for vitamin K2
as a heart health ingredient.
“In 2018, Kappa Bioscience supported a new
independent research project with the goal of
expanding our understanding of the link between vitamin K2 MK-7 and cardiovascular
health,” Ripcke explains. “The AVADEC study
set out to investigate the effects of Kappa Bioscience’s MK-7 solution, K2Vital Delta, in combination with vitamin D3, on calcium deposits
in the aortic valve and coronary arteries.”
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As of press time, the results of the AVADEC
study weren’t publicly published. But Ripcke
says the study will provide new data suggesting that MK-7 and vitamin D may slow the
progression of coronary artery calcification.
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Various ingredient types are entering the
heart health market, capitalizing on consumer demand for preventative cardiovascular health products. Several of these
products already boast consumer familiarity, while others use exciting new research
to capture market attention. As heart
health ingredients start to occupy multiple
veins, there will be ample opportunity to
capture specific consumer segments or get
creative with product positioning.
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Children’s Health

Children’s Health
Supplements Get Specific
A multivitamin is still a good foundation, but there’s considerable white space in
the market for trendy, condition-specific kids formulas.

A

s the COVID-19 pandemic settles
into a new normal, so too do kids’
routines and parents’ demands
for their children’s supplements.
“One recurring topic is that some children tend to be picky eaters, which may affect their intake of certain nutrients,” says
Chris Hachey, U.S. business development
manager at GC Rieber VivoMega
(Norway). “Supplements can
be a helpful tool for parents
to ensure a balanced
and healthy diet,
including such
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nutrients as pre- and probiotics, vitamins,
minerals, enzymes, and omega-3 fatty acids.” As a result, says data from SPINS, the
children’s supplement market is not just
holding steady but flourishing in brickand-mortar, posting nearly 14% growth
and reaching over $800 million in sales.
Multivitamins still make up the
largest share of the children’s
supplement market, representing $308 million in sales, says
SPINS; however,
this doesn’t tell

the whole story. “Although children’s multivitamins report the highest market share, sales
are flat compared to the succeeding five ingredients: melatonin, probiotics, elderberry,
ivy leaf, and vitamin C,” says Kimberly Kawa,
natural-industry insights product expert for
SPINS and a member of Nutritional Outlook’s
Editorial Advisory Board.
She points out that the top three overt
health focuses in the children’s supplement market right now are cold and flu,
sleep, and digestive health. “The ingredient trend is shifting from a more generalized approach to focus on targeted health
concerns, with proof in the growth rates
we’re seeing in these functional ingredients
as well as their alignment with top health
focuses,” she adds. Other high-growth ingredients for kids, according to SPINS, are
vitamin D, zinc, and fish oil—especially as
pediatricians may recommend these ingredients in higher amounts than what’s
found in a typical multivitamin, says Kawa.
Indeed, while multis represent the foundation of the children’s supplement market,
they’re not where the greatest opportunities
lie. “Brands have the opportunity to use multivitamins as a springboard to launch products that extend beyond a general multivitamin in favor of vitamin blends that address
specific health concerns,” agrees Francis Lau,
director of scientific affairs at OLLY PBC
(San Francisco, CA), “such as immune health
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Children’s Health

and sustained energy or sleep health with
stress-relief products.”

Brushing Up on the Basics
According to Saumil Maheshvari, senior
vice president of business development
at Orgenetics Inc. (Brea, CA), parents are
increasingly seeking condition-specific
supplements for their children, specifically in the areas of growth, bone health,
mental focus, and stress management.
“The latter two areas could be a result
of COVID-related school disruptions,
among others, and parents are starting to
become aware of it,” he says.
In the area of general wellness and
growth, omega-3 gummies for kids are
growing in popularity, especially since gummies mask the flavor of fish oils so well, says
Hachey. Another back-to-basics ingredient
showing promise for children’s supplements is vitamin K2. According to Stacey
Smith, marketing and communications
manager, NorAm, at Gnosis by Lesaffre
(Lille, France; and East Brunswick, NJ), the
brand’s MK-7 vitamin K2 ingredient promotes bone health via osteocalcin, a protein that binds calcium to the bone mineral
matrix.1 According to one study of healthy
children and adults, children had the highest levels of inactive osteocalcin—eight to
10 times higher than adults—indicating
low vitamin K status and a great need in
this population.2
Gut and immune health are other
solid foundational areas for children’s
condition-specific supplements, and
brands are getting creative with format
to appeal to picky eaters. At Goodbelly
(Boulder, CO), a new children’s product
called Goodbelly KIDS! is optimized for
smaller bellies and available in 32-oz
quarts. It features the probiotic strain
Lactobacillus plantarum 299c (LP299C),
which has been evaluated in more than
16 clinical trials and shown to help
balance the gut and promote healthy
digestion. “Each kid-appealing flavor
with no sugar added—Fruit Punch Party, Apple Juice Adventure, and Berry
Blast Off—is USDA Organic, non-GMO,
dairy-free, vegan, and soy-free,” adds
Shannon A. Garcia, MDS, RD, LD, on
behalf of Goodbelly.
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Emerging Supplement Areas
for Kids
Offering condition-specific ingredients
and products that align with parents’ timely concerns is the greatest opportunity
for brands and suppliers in the children’s
health market. For example, says Lau, kids’
melatonin is surging in popularity as parents recognize that sleep is a very important part of kids’ overall health and seek to
proactively manage their sleep cycles.
Mental health—and, on a related note,
cognition—is also on parents’ radars, since
the pandemic disrupted many children’s
lives and learning in a profound way. “Children are still experiencing the negative effects even after life begins to move on to
the next normal,” says Lau. “Higher levels
of stress and anxiety underscore the need
for parents to focus on their children’s
mental health.”
Relatedly, says Tom Druke, director of
marketing at Balchem (New Hampton,
NY), products positioned for kids’ cognition have also become particularly popular,
especially those containing choline. Brands
like Horizon Organic, Ingenuity Brands,
Gerber, and Ripple Kids have all recently
released products containing choline for
its role in supporting brain development.
In fact, research shows that infants whose
mothers supplemented with increased
choline during pregnancy had improved
information processing speed compared
to those born to moms consuming the recommended daily intake.3 Seven years later,
researchers checked in with this group and
found that the children born to mothers in
the high-choline group also had improved
attention spans.4
“The ability to maintain one’s attention
during challenging situations is critical to
nearly all areas of cognitive performance,”
says Druke. “As such, this benefit has profound implications for individual expecting moms and for public health at large.”
As a result, as Balchem Market Research
Manager Rob Tomeo points out, while
choline is an up-and-coming ingredient
in the pre- and postnatal space, “there is
also an opportunity to drive growth for
the kids’ space with the brain health and
developmental benefits that come from
this key nutrient.”

Clean for Kids
One of the most important attributes going
forward for children’s supplement brands
and ingredient suppliers is clean label.
This means focusing on cleaner excipients
and ingredients like natural colors, flavors,
and preservatives, as well as the use of
no- and low-calorie sweeteners like stevia
and monk fruit, says Kawa. This is because
the demographic of parents is changing,
and new parents—millennials—are conscious consumers who take advantage
of the breadth of information available
to them online.
“The larger macro trends [in the
children’s supplement market] will be
on point with what we have been seeing with millennial-conscious and informed consumerism: a large focus on
products that contain clean-label ingredients from sustainable and transparent supply chains,” agrees Maheshvari.
“The back of the bottle becomes all the
more important, along with what the
brand stands for.”

Melissa Kvidahl Reilly is a freelance journalist
and copywriter specializing in the health and
wellness industry.
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The Many Faces of Fiber
What makes fiber such a multifaceted ingredient?
BY SEBASTIAN KRAWIEC, EDITOR

ormulating food for the health-conscious
is no easy feat. To many of these consumers, chemicals are bad, and product labels
that list unfamiliar or difficult-to-pronounce
ingredients lead them to distrust a product
or perceive it as unhealthy. According to the
International Food Information Council’s
(IFIC) June 2021 survey “‘Chemical-Sounding’
to ‘Clean’: Consumer Perspectives on Food
Ingredients,” 63% of U.S. adults say that the
ingredients in a food or beverage have at least
a moderate influence on what they buy, and
64% say they try to choose foods made with
clean-label ingredients.1
Which ingredients can food formulators
turn to that will please consumers on multiple fronts? Soluble fibers such as inulin,
fructooligosaccharides, and tapioca fiber
are viable tools to help improve food’s taste
and texture while also maintaining a palatable ingredient deck.

Sugar Reduction
According to IFIC’s “2022 Food and Health
Survey Report,” 73% of Americans are trying
to limit or altogether avoid sugar.2 And while
low- or no-calorie sweeteners are an option,
the same survey states that 31% of Americans prefer sugar to the alternatives. This is
likely due to the negative connotation associated with artificial sweeteners and the
off-flavor notes sometimes associated with
natural alternatives such as stevia. Fibers
can be a solution on both fronts, reducing
the sugar content of products while helping
to mask off-notes of natural sweeteners.
“Prebiotic fibers are neutral in flavor and
can help vanquish off-notes from accompanying high-intensity sweeteners such as
monk fruit and stevia,” explains Thom King,
CEO of Icon Foods (Portland, OR). “When
added to a formula, prebiotic fibers provide
texture to the body [of the product] and
drive down added sugars and net carbohydrates, creating visually appealing products
with an enhanced mouthfeel.”
IFIC’s survey also shows that “Low in sugar”
and “Good source of fiber” are among the top
58

attributes consumers associate with healthy
food. Therefore, incorporating fiber in a product as a way to reduce sugar content offers the
health-conscious consumer two reasons to
buy said product. Additionally, digestive health
was among the top health benefits sought by
consumers, behind energy and weight management. Fiber is also associated with good
digestive health.
Formulators looking to add more fiber
can combine different fibers to avoid potential gastrointestinal disturbances, King
suggests. This is because “a separate set of
bacteria in the gut metabolizes the respective fibers differently,” he explains.

Texture and Appearance
Texture is an important consideration when
reducing sugar because sugar acts as a bulking agent, delivering the ideal volume, viscosity, texture, and mouthfeel associated
with sugar-laden products. High-intensity
sweeteners such as stevia and monk fruit
can help replace the sweetness of sugar—but
because their sweetness is so intense, less of
the ingredient is required, which ultimately impacts the texture and mouthfeel that
would otherwise come from sugar. Fiber can
help add not only sweetness but also texture.

(Texture is also impacted when removing
dairy or gluten from products, a problem
that can also be solved by adding fiber.)
“When used in baked goods, prebiotic fibers act as a fat emulator, adding
creaminess to the product,” says King. “In
gluten-free goods, prebiotic fibers can improve mouthfeel by adding bulk and body,
improving the texture of the product. Prebiotic fibers also contribute to the texture
of cheese, soups, and spreads due to their
impressive gelling characteristics.” Because
inulin-type fructans are saccharides, they
can also participate in the Maillard reaction
to brown and create a crust on baked goods
and confections, King adds.
The versatility of fiber ingredients makes
them an excellent tool for formulators looking for ways to reduce sugar content and improve taste and texture while also creating a
healthier product with an attractive ingredient deck. Fiber is a win for everyone.
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